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ABSTRACT
From the Resources for Tomorrow Conference held in 1961
came the recommendation for more research in the field of Recreation.
With this challenge the thesis outlines various studies dealing with
the classification and inventory of recreation lands. Because of
the lack of correlation found to exist between the expected location
of recreation sites based upon a capability classification and the
observed locations of inventoried recreation sites, further analysis
was undertaken.

The results indicate that the potential of an

outdoor rural recreation site is largely a function of historical,
physical, accessibility, population, activity/facility and economic/
political factors.

These parameters, used in a systems behavioural

approach, are analyzed using Simcoe County, Ontario, Canada as a
study base.

Essentially, they form a basic model that can be used

by the recreation planner to identify, investigate and more comprehensively understand the real potential of an area for outdoor
recreation use.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
It is my aim to stimulate not to [completely] satisfy
curiosity and it is no part of my object to save my
readers the labor of observation or of thought.*
The primary purpose of this thesis is to present an understanding of identifiable parameters relevant to a generalized model
that would be capable of determining the real potential of land for
if

outdoor rural recreation.

The results prescribed will not be

definitive but rather will suggest relevant considerations and
lines for further research by the recreation planner or resource
manager.
The conceptual framework is based on the problems of
establishing some order in the increasing complexity of recreational
geography, in general, and establishing directive techniques for
determining the potential of sites in particular.
The augmented complexity of recreational study is a byproduct of an increasing population, more leisure time, greater
2
mobility and more disposable income.
Secondly, "recreation is
so largely personable and subjective that it is to be sought

*

Potential is defined in relation to an area of land
that is capable of being developed for recreational use.

1

2

wherever one finds it...not because of some pre-established static
3
resource capability index."
Instead of making various "simplified"
classifications encompassing all the pertinent considerations
within selected categories of outdoor recreation and attempting
to squeeze reality into such a simplified framework, the geographer
should focus his attention on identifying and studying the relevant
parameters that will determine a given site's recreation potential.
This study will elucidate factors essential in determining the
potential of those sites.

This idea does not suggest an escape from

the abundance of facts that must be given some logical order, as
Hanson has pointed out:

"... ["that] there is more order in the

world than appears at first sight is not discovered until the order
4
is looked for."
This search for order or a conceptual framework will con5
sequently be patterned after Ackerman's "systems theory."
"He
suggests an overriding framework for all geographical inquiry is a
concern with the man-land environmental system."

Systems theory can

most effectively structure one's observations, explanations and
predictions as they relate to the potential of a site.
The systems theory model...assumes that each component can
be modelled separately--the parameters of individual
components appear in formulae specific to the behavior of
the class of component to which it belongs—and it also
takes into account the specific interconnection pattern
of the system under study.7
The study is primarily interested in understanding the
major relationships between historical background, physical factors,

3

accessibility, population, activities, facilities and politicoeconomic parameters.

These elements, in light of professional

judgment, seem to be most significant in determining the potential
of outdoor rural land for recreation.
The end result is a potential site model that although not
an optimizing device does at least tell you whether a
given place has the site and situation characteristics
required to make it a viable outdoor rural recreation
site. 8
The approach will be to identify the apparent discrepancies between the actual location of rural outdoor recreating
*

activity/facility combinations,

and where one might expect them

to be, using selected recreation capability classifications and
inventories.

Extensive discussion, study

and field investigation

have exposed what the author and the literature suggest to be the
major considerations in determining the potential of a site.

Through

map analysis, graphic representation and statistical techniques, the
empirical relationships between the elements of this man-land
environmental sub-system of recreation land use are made. The study
should enable the resource manager or planner to employ the relevant
parameters in evaluating a site's recreation potential.
The initial chapters will outline and discuss selected
classification and inventory techniques.

One specific classification

with particular relevance to this study will be discussed in an

*

Activity/facility combinations refer to the union between
that which one enjoys doing and the establishment in which that
engagement is pursued.

4

attempt to show the need for a more comprehensive approach to
classification and inventory, particularly at the regional level.
The systems approach as a conceptual framework will be incorporated
in the presentation.

This technique, incorporating the analysis

and the interrelationship of those factors in the proposed model,
will be applied to Simcoe County, Ontario, Canada.

This area, as

part of the Georgian Bay Region, reflects the need for further study
g
of recreation resources.

FOOTNOTES

G. P. Marsh, Man and Nature (New York: Scribner, 1964,
p. 4.
2
M. Clawson, Land and Water for Recreation, for Resources
for the Future Inc. (Chicago: Rand McNally and Company, 1963),
pp. 1-6.
3
K. C. McMurray, "Recreational Geography," American
Geography: Inventory and Prospect, ed. by Preston E. James and
Clarence F. Jones.
N. R. Hanson, Patterns of Discovery (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1958), p. 204.
E. A. Ackerman, "Where is a Research Frontier, Annals of
the Association of American Geographers, Vol. 53, No. 4 (1963),
p. 429.
G. B. Priddle, "Current Recreational Research Within a
Systems Framework," unpublished paper, Department of Geography,
Waterloo Lutheran University (1967), p. 5.
B. Thompson, "Recreational Travel: A Review and Pilot
Study," Traffic Quarterly (October, 1967), p. 21.
o

Priddle, "Current Recreational Research," op_. cit., p. 7.
9
Norman Pearson (Consultant), Regional Plan 1968-1972,
Georgian Bay Regional Development Council (Guelph: The Centre for
Resources Development, 1968), p. 13.
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CHAPTER II
THE VALUE OF THE GEOGRAPHIC APPROACH IN DETERMINING
THE CAPABILITY OF LAND FOR RECREATION
Prior to 1930, geographic thought had centered on aspects
of the physical environment such as climate and topography and
their effects upon man and his activities. The approach known as
environmental determinism suggested that "human behavior was seen
to be predictable in terms of a given set of environmental factors,
determined in fact by the physical environment and its component
elements."

Vidal de la Blanche, founder of modern French geography,

rejected environmental determinism and suggested that "the earth
does not dictate man's behavior. It only offers opportunities; man
2
makes the choice."
This idea gave rise to the notion of environmental possibilism or "the possibilists."
The deterministic approach is now overshadowed by the
belief that "man only responds to the environment which he perceives
and that his decisions and behavior with respect to...[recreational]
activities can only have meaning within his perceptual environment."
Therefore, one's behavioral pattern cannot be entirely determined by
environmental factors nor in a purely rational way.

Simon suggests

that we do not know the optimum solution or rationale to a problem.

6

3

7

We simply satisfy our needs.

Our decision-making ability is an
5
image of past experience and knowledge.
Therefore, the decisionmaker's behavior responds within a schema of "bounded rationality."
This behavioral understanding must be incorporated in
determining the potential of a site for human use

and a systems

framework allows for such inclusion (Figure II-l).
Control and structure in resource allocation are dependent
not merely upon the recognition of individual socio-economic factors
of a problem, but more importantly, upon a recognition of a complex,
interrelated whole.

Firey's work, Man, Mind and Land, suggests

that we need an approach that "relates kinds of processes that unio

versally characterize a resource complex."

He suggests that the

overriding considerations in resource decision-making necessitate
the interrelated assessment of ecologic, ethnologic and economic
elements.

The ecological components of a site stress man's capa-

bility of altering the physio-ecologic equilibrium and his subseg
quent concern for the quality of our environment.

The potentiali-

ties of many sites are, for the most part, permanently destroyed
because insufficient consideration was given to the ecological
capabilities of the site.

The second related concern is the per-

suasive nature of a culture in determining one's perception and
manipulation of natural resources.

The ethnological make-up of

man profoundly alters any decision in site potential.

Thirdly, Firey

suggests that "because of the scarcity...of productive factors,"
such as land, labor

and capital, we must consider economic

8

factors.

Unfortunately, our society and political authorities

place tremendous emphasis on the economic feasibility of a project,
without due consideration for those things not economically viable
yet aesthetically, culturally or ecologically beneficial.

Potential

sites for large parks or recreational redevelopment are in constant
conflict with taxable housing or industry.

Inevitably, dollar

values tend to suppress aesthetic or recreation values. The economist would argue that optimum economic return is synonymous with
optimum welfare return.
A framework for determining the potential of a given site
for a particular human use must recognize the relevant components
and the interrelationships of the man-land environmental system
under consideration.

In addition, an approach

such as that suggested

by Firey, which recognizes the series of components for concern, must
be established. (Figure II-l)
Any methodology used to evaluate aspects of recreation or
the potential of a site must control the complexity of variables and
analyze the interrelated factors within the system or sub-system.
The decision-maker must also accept the reality of man's bounded
rational behavior and incorporate its impact into any conclusions.

Figure ll-l
THESIS SCHEMATIC

Adapted from Firey.

FOOTNOTES

Robert McDaniel and Michael E. E. Hurst, "A Systems
Analytic Approach to Economic Geography," Eighth Publication of
the Commission on College Geography (Washington: Association of
American Geographers, 1968), p. 15.
2
Jan 0. M. Brock, Compass of Geography (Columbus: Charles
E. Merrill Books, Inc., 1966), p. 24.
3
McDaniel and Hurst, "A Systems Analytic Approach," op_. cit.,
p. 15.
4

H . A. Simon, "A Behavioral Model of Rational Choice,"
Quarterly Journal of Economics, Vol. 69 (1952), pp. 99-118.
c

Kenneth E. Boulding, The Image (Ann Arbor: The University
of Michigan Press, 1956).
c

H. A. Simon, Administrative Behavior (Toronto: Macmillan
Co., Ltd., 1965), pp. 1-20.
McDaniel and Hurst, "A Systems Analytic Approach," 0£. cit.,
p. 1.
o

Walter Firey, Man, Mind and Land (Glencoe: Free Press,
1960), p. 10.
0. C. Herfindahl and A. V. Kneese, Quality of the
Environment, for Resources for the Future Inc. (Baltimore: The
Johns Hopkins Press, 1965), pp. 1-9.
Firey, Man, Mind

and Land, op. cit., p. 20.
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CHAPTER III
CLASSIFICATIONS AND INVENTORIES
Problems
A series of classifications and inventories of recreational land has been developed by government agencies in the United
States and Canada, as well as by individuals working in the private
research sector.

These classifications have a variety of purposes

and involve different procedures. There is a lack of correlation
between existing patterns of recreational land use and the patterns
that would emanate if a particular classification system was applied
to the same landscape. This lack of correspondence results, for
the most part, when only one or two relevant parameters have been
incorporated into the classification system.

The consideration of

all applicable parameters is relevant to the evolution of a more
meaningful classification system.
To formulate a classification system or inventory is
difficult because there is no conclusive set of criteria suitable
for all types of recreation;

nevertheless, numerous attempts have

been made to establish more satisfactory frameworks for determining
the quality of land for a given recreational activity in any given
place at any given time.

11

12

Selected Classifications and Inventories
United States Studies (ORRRC)
One of the most comprehensive studies of outdoor recreation was undertaken by the Outdoor Recreation Resources Review
2
Commission (ORRRC) by an Act of Congress on June 28, 1958. The
ORRRC knew that "each possible method of classification has value
3
under certain circumstances."
The Commission has classified those
4
areas that are administered by similar types of agencies (Figure
III-l).

The classification of various areas may be based upon the

one or two dominant forms of recreation activity associated with a
given area (Figure 111-2).

This approach was not intended to

include the alternate uses man could devise either by individual
behavioral pattern or in group activities.
the use

However, by analyzing

pattern, the Commission saw that personal preferences were

established.

Physical resources are also classified in conjunction

with user satisfaction or dissatisfaction (Figure II1-3).
The twenty-seven volumes published by the ORRRC have
utilized various classifications that have been developed with a
detailed inventory of user groups to establish more effectively the
behavioral patterns of outdoor recreationists. The compilation of
this information, as well as an analysis of the socio-economic
aspects of the respondents, provides an excellent approach to the
problem of classification.

National shoreline resources were also

classified in relation to planning problems associated with ownership and accessibility.

13

FIGURE III-l
Classification of Areas by Administrative Agency
1. National Parks (National Parks Service):
2.

National Forests (U.S. Forest Service):

3.

Reservoir Areas:
- U.S. Corps of Engineers:
- Bureau of Reclamation:

4.

State Park and Forest Area:

5.

County Forest Preserve Area:

SOURCE:

ORRRC, Report No. 5, p. 12.

FIGURE III-2
Classification of Areas by Major
A c t i v i t y Attraction
1.

Sightseeing:

2.

Campi ng:

3.

Swimming:

4.

Picnicking:

5.

Boating and Fishing:

6.

Skiing:

SOURCE:

ORRRC, Report No. 5, p. 13.
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FIGURE III-3
Classification by Physical Resources

1. Topography:

3.

Areas were grouped and classed as
essentially, flat, rolling and hilly,
or mountainous.

Water:

Areas were grouped according to the
kind of water feature occurring in each
area. One group included those areas
located on the shore of a body of water
and those which include a body of water
within their confines. Another class
included those areas located on a moving
stream or those which had moving streams
within their boundaries. A third class
was established for those areas having
no significant water features.

Vegetation:

Areas grouped according to amount of
trees and shade encountered. The first
class included barren areas and those
having an occasional tree. The next
group was pastoral and included mixed
tree and open space areas. A final
class involves forested areas.

SOURCE: ORRRC, Report No. 5, pp. 13-14.

15
The objectives of this thesis are similar to those of
the ORRRC reports:

recognition is given to various pertinent out-

door recreation parameters. However, the nation-wide context of
the ORRRC varies from the scope of this paper, which presents
seemingly relevant factors pertaining to local or regional outdoor
recreation areas. The ORRRC also analyzes the potentiality of
selected outdoor rural recreation sites, although areas under
thirty acres are omitted.

(Example Figure III-3)

The classification and inventory techniques and their
implementation with the additional parameters associated with outdoor recreation make the ORRRC reports one of the most valuable
sources of reference in determining a potential site for outdoor
recreation.

Furthermore, their approach operates within a supply

and demand framework.
Academic Studies of Classifications and Inventories
The involvement of academics in the development of classifications and inventories has increased in both the United States
and Canada.

This trend is, in part, a result of governmental

encouragement to promote investigation and publication in the field
of recreation, as follows.
In the United States, several "academic" land classifications for recreation have evolved.

Clawson, Held and Stoddard have
5
created a classification system based largely on location.
The
major categories are:

(1) user-oriented, (2) resource-based, and

(3) intermediate facilities (Figure III-4).

Once again, Clawson,

FIGURE III-4
Type of Recreation Area
Resource-Based

Item

User-Oriented

1. General location

Close to users; on
whatever resources
are available.

Where outstanding
resources can be found;
may be distant from
most users.

Must not be too remote
from users; on best resources available within
distance limitation.

2.

Games, such as golf
and tennis; swimming;
picnicking; walks and
horse riding; zoos,
etc.; playing by
children.

Major sightseeing;
scientific and historical
interest; hiking and
mountain climbing;
camping, fishing and
hunting.

Camping, picnicking,
hiking, swimming,
hunting, fishing.

3. When major use
occurs

After hours
(school or work).

Vacations

Day outings and weekends,

4. Typical sizes
of areas

One to a hundred,
or at most to a few
hundred acres.

Usually some thousands
of acres, perhaps many
thousands.

A hundred to several
thousand acres.

5. Common types of
agency responsibility

City, county, or
other local government; private.

National parks and national
State parks; private,
forests primarily; state
parks in some cases; private,
especially for seashore and
major lakes.

Major types of
activity

SOURCE: Clawson, Held and Stoddard, Land for the Future, p. 136.

Intermediate

17
Held and Stoddard have realized that "there are so many kinds of
outdoor recreational activities, so many types of areas upon which
[activities] are carried on, and so many different times of use...
that the whole situation becomes confusing...."
Cressman utilized ARDA concepts in the development of a land
use classification for the Ontario Department of Lands and Forests in
p

1968.

This system, unlike the broad classification mentioned above,
g
tends to depend upon value judgment. The inventory system "is an
evaluation of the relative capability of the landscape to attract and
sustain intensive recreation use."

Because of the careful detail,

intensive inventory and the complexity of the methods, anyone using
this classification must undergo a training program so that he can make
the necessary value judgments. However, this approach does make an
effort to place the identification of outdoor recreation zones within a
planning framework, particularly in underdeveloped areas of some one
hundred square miles or less.

Consequently, this approach is limited

only to those familiar with it.

It does not help persons at the more

local planning levels. To implement such a detailed study over the
highly developed areas of Southern Ontario would be extremely costly and
of questionable utility because it is designed for particular kinds of
recreation in specific kinds of environments.
G. D. Taylor, formerly in research with The National Parks
Branch of the Department of Northern Affairs and National Resources,
points out the "need for a more precise definition of terms" as they
12
apply to recreation.
This need was of particular importance

18

because of the proposed inclusion of recreation resources in the
Agricultural and Rural Development Act (ARDA).

Taylor proposed

to evaluate recreation areas by establishing four categories:
(1) highly suitable, (2) good, (3) fair, and (4) unsuitable,
depending upon the evaluation of selected criteria such as cover,
13
terrain, size, attraction and drinking water.
Once again, the
apparent vagueness of terms such as "suitable" or "good" in an
approach to a recreation inventory, severely limits its implementation.

It is very much a categorized value judgment approach.
Taylor's presentation quotes from another paper the need

"to determine which areas have the proper combination of characteristics needed to satisfy the recreational demands of the users."
The quote includes several considerations that Taylor apparently is
not prepared to make himself.
Canada's Agricultural and Rural Development
Act (ARDA)
Prior to 1961, "the dearth of research in...recreation
resulted from the failure to recognize (1) the need and (2) the
15
lack of some administrative vehicle to carry out research."
However, with the creation of the ARDA in June of 1961

and the

Resources for Tomorrow Conference in October of 1961,

Canada's

people and governments were presented with monumental objectives.
The Canada Land Inventory, established under the ARDA
program, was to include an assessment of the capability of land for
Agriculture, Forestry, Wildlife and Recreation.

The survey was to

incorporate the assessment of social and economic factors relative
to land use.

17

The resulting classification is primarily the product of
W. M. Baker, past Canadian Park and Recreation Planner with ARDA;
G. A. Hills, who is also associated with The Canada Land Inventory;
and C. S. Brown, the ARDA co-ordinator in 1965.

In 1964, Baker

proposed a recreation capability classification, stressing the
natural capability of the physical resource base and its relation
18
to particular uses.
In 1965, G. A. Hills used much the same
theme as Baker.
capability.

Hills' system again refers to the level of use

The greater the variety of uses for any physical re-

source, the higher its class. The capability ratings were subjectively based on the compatibility between recreational uses of
"strategic areas" such as beaches and the hinterland associated
19
with that area.
Rather than five classes, as used by Baker, Hills
uses a total of seven numerical classes. Once again, the classification structure in theory became a source of difficulty.

Subjective

interpretation by the individuals concerned, as well as by persons
who might in time attempt to achieve some level of continuity in thei
field investigation, could not cope effectively with the classification and inventory of recreation lands.
In 1966, C. S. Brown modified the ARDA system in an
attempt to place the emphasis upon intensity of use per unit area
20
of land.
This emphasis is presently found in the present
ARDA classification system.

2i

The Field Manual, Land

Capability Classification for Outdoor Recreation, was published in
June of 1969

by the Department of Forestry and Rural Development.

Some major alterations in the system now utilize Baker's
proposed shorelands and uplands division.
one-to-seven rating.

The third, fourth

Each division has a
and optional fifth digits

give an estimate of the potential of that zone or site for various
22
recreational activities in descending order.
For instance, K, B,
A, in a Class I shoreland area would indicate "terrain suited to
camping" (K), a "bathing beach" (B), an "adjoining angling water"
23
(A).
The map symbol for this recreation unit or zone would be
2SKBA. Additional factors are outlined in Appendix A.
This approach, similar to previously mentioned classifications, relies upon a series of value judgments.
quality of the land is determined

Initially, the

and then the rank order of

activities suggested for that location are given. This evaluation
overlooks the ability of public demand or need, coupled with
economic and/or political intervention, to completely alter the
concept of "use capability."

This classification dismisses the

fact that land use can and does change. The word "natural" is
24
heavily emphasized in terms of capability
and recreation resources.
To achieve the desired objectives of this classification, it was
necessary to stress the need for consideration of only natural
recreation resources or natural capability.

This rigidity renders

the classification unsatisfactory as a realistic approach to the
highly subjective and flexible conditions for outdoor recreation.
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Within the confines of the stated objectives, the
classification is bound to be relatively successful; but for a
seemingly limited purpose and end.
The ARDA system was formulated and field tested to ensure
that all areas in Canada could be placed within its one-to-seven
shorelands and uplands classification.

Consequently, the extensive

variations of physical and recreation alternatives makes possible,
once again, only a yery general application at the local or
regional level. Therefore, one could logically question not only
the practical utility of the scale but also the criteria and objectives upon which the classification is based.
The question of "who knows what constitutes a recreational
resource, recreation land,"
established.

or a recreator, cannot be firmly

In fact, the whole surface of the earth is potentially

a recreational surface; some form of recreation could take place
anywhere on it. This fact suggests the usefulness of a data bank
for any designated area. Relevant data for establishing the potentiality of a given site or additional problems in recreation could be
retrieved when the associated parameters for a given activity/
facility combination at a given place and at a given time were
recognized.
The previously outlined classifications and inventory
techniques are summarized in Figure II1-5. The ORRRC studies,
because they incorporate the greatest number of relevant parameters
in establishing a classification for outdoor recreation, formulate
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FIGURE I I I - 5
Tabulation of Selected Classifications
and Inventory Techniques
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the most realistic approach.

The Canadian approach has resulted

in emphasis being placed on one or two parameters determined in
a highly subjective manner.

Clawson, Held and Stoddard present an

extremely generalized approach in comparison to the more objective
structuring found in Cressman and Taylor's subjective value
classification.

It would seem that a classification out of touch

with logical realistic objectives is out of touch with its possible
utility in the planning process.
Canadian Recreation Demand Study and
Facilities Inventory
The Federal Department of Indian Affairs and Northern
Development took the initial steps in starting the Canadian
Recreation Demand Study.

Dr. Jack L. Knetsch was engaged as con-

sultant to prepare a master design for such studies as were deemed
necessary to measure outdoor recreation in Canada.

At the Federal-

Provincial Parks Conference in February, 1965, it was recommended
that a Canadian Recreation Demand Study be implemented.

As part

of this national study, the Federal Department of Forestry and
Rural Development undertook the previously outlined Canada Land
Inventory which included the Land Capability Classification for
Outdoor Recreation.

The supply aspect of the study was initially

undertaken by the Ontario Department of Lands and Forests, Parks
Branch in cooperation with representatives from other government
departments.

This study, entitled "The Canada-Ontario Inventory of

Recreation Facilities," was conducted by students from various
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universities in Ontario during the summer of 1968%

and staff of the

Department of Lands and Forests.
The purpose of this Inventory was to establish the exact
location of outdoor recreation activity/facility combinations as
well as relevant data such as size, ownership, descriptive detail,
costs and user figures of the various facilities (Appendix B).
Data sheets for each activity/facility combination within the
study areas were completed.

The particular facility was then

numbered and located on 1:50,000 topographic maps. The completed
material was then forwarded to the Department of Lands and Forests
Parks Branch, Toronto, along with additional comments resulting
from field experiences.
The data received is not definitive because there was no
economical, efficient

and expedient method of testing the total

area to assure that all applicable outdoor recreation facilities
were inventoried; nor was there any way of testing the accuracy of
all data received by mail or by direct interview (Appendix C ) .
For the purposes of this thesis, Base Borden and other
Department of National Defence property was omitted.

The Trent

Canal and Bruce Trail were inventoried under separate studies.
However, their treatment in the thesis is of a general nature.
The many public access points, particularly along the Georgian Bay
shoreline of Tiny Township, also created an inventory problem.
These facilities are indicated on one inventory card.

Those areas

under the direct control of a Provincial Conservation Authority
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were included in an additional inventory conducted separately.
Recreation areas under the jurisdiction of the Conservation
Authority have now been incorporated for the purposes of the
thesis.
This thesis does not attempt to deal directly with the
outdoor recreation facilities contained within corporate urban
areas.

Nonetheless, attention should be drawn to the fact that

many of the ideas and the developed format could have direct application in the urban environs.
Essentially, this paper will make extensive use of the
Outdoor Recreation Facilities Inventory and the ARDA Land Capability
Classification for Outdoor Recreation.
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CHAPTER IV
THE STRATEGY OF THE THESIS
The Site
A particular study site was selected to enable further
analysis. The County of Simcoe was chosen because of its familiarity to the author, the area's outstanding recreational resources
and its location on the northern fringe of the rapidly expanding
urban concentrations of Southern Ontario. (Map IV-1)
The recreational potential of Simcoe County is closely
associated with its central location, accessibility and physical
setting.

The word 'physical' in this context implies the geology,

physiography, topography, climate, soil, vegetation and hydrologic
features. The interrelation of these characteristics, with Simcoe
County's location and accessibility, form an integral part of this
one-million-acre segment of Ontario's fourth largest county.
Physical Relationships
The County, once known as 'Huronia', is located in the
heart of Southern Ontario, between the southeastern shores of
Georgian Bay and the western shores of Lake Simcoe. The Severn
River flowing through the Canadian Shield and the Holland River
draining into Lake Simcoe form the northern and southern boundaries
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Map IV-1
SIMCOE COUNTY
(HURONIA)

^
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of Simcoe.

It was because of the close proximity to these major

water bodies that Huronia became a focal point for some of the
earliest settlement in Canada (Map IV-1).
The geology and physiography of Huronia are of interest
because rugged rock formations composed of granite and gneiss, in
the northern portion of the county, form a sharply contrasting
contact zone with the kame and morainic features found throughout
the remainder of the County.
The advance and retreat of Pleistocene glaciers have
resulted in the formation of extensive recreational shorelines,
many of which contain extensive sand beaches and an endless number
of hills and valleys.

In Nottawasaga Township, the wave-cut

Niagara escarpment, known locally as the Blue Mountains, rises
1,500 feet above sea level and is some sixteen miles in length.
This area contains scenic views and provides some of the finest
skiing in Ontario.

The central Nottawasaga Valley, once the floor

of glacial Lake Algonquin and the present drainage basin for the
Nottawasaga River, rises again in the northern, southern and eastern
portions of the county to some 600 to 1,000 feet above sea level
(Map IV-2).

As well as Lake Simcoe and Georgian Bay, the area

has smaller kettle lakes such as the Little Lakes near Barrie and
Midland, Orr Lake north of Barrie

and Bass Lake near Orillia.

The recreational advantages accruing from these water bodies further enhance the recreation potentiality of Simcoe County.
The basically grey-brown podzolic soils of deltaic and

Map I V - 2
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF SIMCOE COUNTY
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lacustrine origin allow a wide range of agricultural practices;
however, the population in agriculture is declining because of
insufficient capital return. Many of these people and their lands
are being incorporated into the developing recreation and tourism
industry. Inasmuch as the mixed mid-latitude Huron-Ontario
2
forest has been seriously depleted, extensive reforestation on
marginal areas continues to enhance the economy as well as the
aesthetic appreciation by the traveller.
The climatic variability provides many alternatives to
3
the most demanding recreationist.
The average summer temperature
is a pleasant 68° with temperatures seldom exceeding 85° during
July and August.

Winter temperatures are generally between 0° and

15°F., with approximately 148 frost-free days. Precipitation as
rainfall totals between 30.4 and 38 inches per annum.

The snowfall,

which fluctuates between 76 inches and 114 inches per year, makes
the area an ideal winter playground.

The Great Lakes, Georgian Bay

and, to a lesser extent, Lake Simcoe, not only moderate the climate
of their immediate eastern hinterland, but also have shorelands
4
conducive to water-based recreational activities.
Accessibility
The major two- and four-lane highways, such as Nos. 400,
11, 26 and 27, as well as the regular grid of roads, enable excellent accessibility to almost any part of the region. CNR and CPR
main lines and numerous spur lines, though of greater significance
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in the past, still provide passenger and freight services for
Simcoe County.

Air services are located near principal centres

such as Midland/Pentanguishene, Barrie, Collingwood and Orillia.
Simcoe County lies at the heart of Ontario's big holiday
horseshoe...and is attracting in constantly growing
numbers...those who want their vacations to combine
beauty, history and outdoor recreation.5
Historic Past
The historical background of Simcoe County has a large
impact, not only upon the recreational potential of the region,
but also upon those persons whose heritage is derived from the
pages of her history.
(a) Early Settlement.—Champlain had dreamed of Huronia
as the core of a vast agricultural and fur-trading empire, stretching
from Acadia to the Great Lakes and beyond.

It was the unfolding

of this dream and the creation of early fur-trade routes via the
French/Ottawa River, Trois Rivieres and Quebec,

that initiated

settlement in Huronia more than thirty years before the founding of
o

Montreal.

The strong Iroquois nations, rivals in the fur trade,

destroyed the Huron Indian nation and burned the Jesuit villagemission of Sainte Marie. Today, that village stands once again.
It was in memory of the Jesuit martyrs, such as Fathers BrSbeuf
and Lalemont, that the Martyrs' Shrine was constructed east of
Midland, Ontario.
(b) Settlement in the 18th and 19th Century.—As more
settlers moved to the shorelands of Huronia in the 18th century,
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new businesses and access trails began to appear.

Initial pur-

chases of Ojibway Indian lands in 1798 became the County of Simcoe,
q

named after the Lieutenant Governor of Upper Canada.

The French

influence, still yery much a part of Simcoe County's culture, subsided when the Treaty of Paris, in 1762, placed Canada under the
British Crown.

The British-American conflict in 1812 necessitated

the further development of the Nine Mile Portage and the creation
of a large naval base at Penetanguishene.

Inasmuch as Penetang was

completed three years after the War of 1812-1814, ex-military
personnel and United Empire Loyalists were encouraged by land
grants to settle near the military establishment and throughout
the County.

As surveying and settlement expanded, access routes

were established.

Many of these early routes now form the major

highways in the County.

The reconstruction and promotion of this

historic past now forms an important recreational amenity for the
County of Simcoe.
(c) The Railway Era.--In 1855, the first train arrived
at Collingwood.

The increased mobility afforded by steamboats

and the railways, as well as the increasing need for building
materials, initiated a lumber boom in the late 1800's. Many communities such as Midland, Victoria Harbor, Waubaushene, Bradford
and Belle Ewart flourished in supplying the demands for lumber.
Grain from the west was transported to Simcoe County ports
then by rail to southern and eastern markets.

and

The flow of outside

investment to develop and support these early economic endeavors
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gave further impetus to the growth of Simcoe County.
(d) The Tourist Era.--With the gradual decline in forest
resources and alternate routes for grain shipments, the area had
need of a more diversified economic base. Great Lakes steamers and
the network of rail lines connecting Simcoe County with the rest of
Canada and the United States transported not only commercial goods,
but also provided passenger service for early travellers.

Exten-

sive tourist promotion in the late 1800's and early 1900's,
particularly in the Toronto-Hamilton area and in the northern
United States, stimulated the tourist trade and enabled construction
of many large lodges and hotels. A Simcoe County guidebook,

dated

1879, outlined the excellent fishing available in the Muskoka Lakes
and Georgian Bay, as well as promoting the "favorite quiet resort
of Wasaga Beach." 11
The greatest boom to tourism resulted from the expansion
of the automobile industry.

Since it was 'only' an all-day excur-

sion, up the playground route (Highway 11) to Georgian Bay or Lake
Simcoe, to escape the city and enjoy the swimming, camping and
fishing, and/or an extended resort vacation, Simcoe County became
one of the most popular recreation areas in Ontario.
(e) After World War II.—Men and women of Simcoe County
contributed not only their skills but their lives to the cause of
war.

The depression had passed; Ontario's industrial and commercial

economy was setting a new pace. Canadians were experiencing the
highest standard of living ever, with more disposable income and
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leisure time.

New highways, better cars and boats, highly specia-

lized recreation facilities, skidoos, motor cycles, drugs and
moon-watching became part of the recreation pattern in the
kaleidoscopic 50's and 60's.
Conclusion
The social, economic, industrial and urban core of Ontario
is found within a sixty-mile ribbon from Ottawa to Windsor adjacent
to the Great Lakes.

North of this area, particularly around

Georgian Bay and Lake Simcoe, Ontario may yet boast of its great
natural beauty and the extensive, easily accessible, outdoor
recreation resources.

It is this "spatial imbalance"1^ that re-

sults in a "lemming-like"*3 movement of people from places of
residence to areas suitable for outdoor recreation experiences.
Simcoe County, within a moderate driving distance from
major population concentrations to the south and with an extremely
diverse recreational base, continues to be subjected to an everincreasing number of persons who demand a wider range of living and
recreating experiences.

Consequently, more realistic techniques

and planning must be implemented now to ensure the future of recreation in Simcoe County and similar areas.
Methodology
The proposed methodology is based on a simplified graphic
overlap and map analysis.

The spatial distribution of land capable

of supporting particular activity/facility combinations, as
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indicated by the ARDA capability sheets,was compared to the
existing recreation facilities found within the study area (Map
IV-3).

The discrepancies between the observed findings of the

facilities inventory and the expected locations from the ARDA study
suggest the need to consider additional parameters that would
help to explain the existing pattern and subsequent potential of
outdoor recreation sites.
Topographic maps showing the exact location and a supply
of outdoor recreation activity/facility combinations in Simcoe
County were compiled.

Additional exposure to the area was ob-

tained by using air photos, extensive travel

and personal contact

with public and private individuals or agencies with vested
interest in outdoor recreation.
Based on the above exposure and the writer's accumulated
knowledge, six particularly significant parameters suggested themselves.

Each parameter, though developed in a different way by

means of rank correlations, maps, graphs

and tables, is shown to

be a significant consideration in comprehending the potential for
given recreation site alternatives. Essentially, pertinent related
factors are presented to suggest how such factors could be integrated by the resource manager.

The major parameters are also

analyzed in relation to the ARDA capability classification to
determine the state of correlation and thus more readily allow one
to comprehend the integration of such a study in recreation planning.

The study does acknowledge present and future uses of the

Map IV-3
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF OUTDOOR RURAL RECREATION
ACTIVITY/FACILITY COMBINATIONS AND ARDA CLASS I II III
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ARDA capability classification as it relates to other computerized national data.
The methodology is designed to provide the decisionmaker with a realistic model that has objective utility in the
planning process.
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CHAPTER V
THE MAJOR SITE FACTORS
Historic Factor
There are two historic aspects to be considered:

(a) the

evolution of the recreational land use pattern, and (b) the historical site considerations and their relation to the ARDA classification.
Historical Development
The development of a recreational land use pattern in Simcoe
County is closely associated with the accessibility afforded by the
peripheral waterways

(Map V-l).

The Champlain Road of

early travellers to the shores of Penetanguishene Bay.
Iroquois Trail, now the Trent Canal

1610 brought
In 1615, the

from Lake Ontario, also provided

early accessibility between the lower Great Lakes, the northern
shores of Simcoe County and beyond.

The Thorantohein Waterway from

Lake Ontario to Lake Simcoe and Georgian Bay became a significant
2
transit route for travellers in the early seventeenth century. The
initial Indian settlements, as well as the associated Christian and
French infiltration, formed a deeply rooted base for historic Huronia,
3
particularly in the Townships of Tiny and Tay.
In the early 1800's,
increasing British military requirements resulted in further penetration of Simcoe County via Lake Simcoe, by the Nine Mile Portage,
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Map V-l

FUNNEL OF EXPLORATION

Champlain 1615
Brule 1610-1615-1618

Source: Leitch, The Visible Past.
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from Barrie to the Nottawasaga River

and Georgian Bay. The British

Military Establishment was built at Penetanguishene. As early as
1793, Governor Simcoe contemplated a road from Toronto to Penetangui4
shene to facilitate the movement of men and machines.
The consequent settlement and growth in the 1800's resulted
in significant growth points that have continued to adhere to the
transit routes and early recreational areas. Bradford, Barrie,
Wasaga Beach, Midland-Penetang, Orillia, Collingwood

and other

towns are modern centres whose origin came from a period of settle5
ment in the 1800 s.
Following the War of 1812, many settlers began
to penetrate north into the southern Simcoe County Townships. By
1837, some 1800 settlers were recorded in the County of Simcoe. This
increasing number of settlers can, in part, be accounted for by the
accessibility afforded by early roads, water routes and, somewhat
later, rail lines (Map V-2).
who canoed, fished
1837.

Barry refers to early "pleasure seekers"

and hunted throughout the region as early as

Early steamers and the extension of the Railway in 1855 to

Collingwood enabled further tourist development. Many late nineteenth
century guidebooks promoted recreational activity in the Georgian Bay
region.

Expanding industrialization and improved living standards

resulted in renewed interest and desire to experience a "wilderness
o

atmosphere", particularly by American visitors.

Isolated summer

resorts and cottages were constructed throughout the County.

Follow-

ing World War I, the relatively underdeveloped Georgian Bay beaches
began to attract increasing numbers of tourists and cottagers by
automobile.

Thus, by the second World War, most of the beach areas

Map V-2
RURAL SETTLEMENT PATTERNS AND
TRANSIT ROUTES IN SIMCOE COUNTY
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such as Wasaga, were developed.

Similar recreational appeal,

especially for Torontonians, expanded the 'cottage' population of
the Lake Simcoe shorelands.
The existing recreational patterns throughout the area
reflect the early settlement and the corresponding recreational
demands. The Georgian Bay and Lake Simcoe shores, in particular,
continue to provide a focal point for many of Simcoe's resourceoriented recreational pursuits.

In recent years, new and improved

highways have enabled increasing millions of tourists to experience
not only traditional recreational experiences but also newly developed
resources such as ski facilities, conservation areas and skidooing
trails. As increasing demands for recreation alternatives continue,
local groups and various levels of government strive to provide the
maximum in recreational satisfaction in the historically popular
areas, as well as in areas that before were considered marginal in
terms of recreational utility.
The Pattern of Historic Sites
The present pattern of historic sites in Simcoe County is
shown in Map V-3. The maD also shows the major divisions of the ARDA
Class I, II and III natural use capability classifications.

The

classification contends that no judgement is made concerning the
possibility of major modification to land which may make it suitable
for recreational use.

However, visual analysis of Map V-3 shows

that developments such as Nancy Island Museum (18) and Fort
Nottawasaga (19) at Wasaga Beach adhere to the ARDA Class I, II
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Map V-3
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF OUTDOOR RURAL RECREATION
HISTORIC SITES
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and III use capability classification.

Similarly, recreational

sites such as The British Military Establishment (4) and Ste. Marie
Among the Hurons (8) near Midland-Penetanguishene correspond.
Particularly significant, therefore, are the twenty-four historic
sites that are not covered by the first three classes of ARDA.

Many

of these sites, though indicated as having less natural use capability, do form the basis of Simcoe's historic tradition.

This

discrepancy between the existing pattern of historic recreational
sites and the ARDA capability classification may be more effectively
explained by investigating additional factors such as the impact of
the historical past, accessibility

and location with respect to

particular population clusters.
Using Tiny and Tay Townships as examples, one can follow the
impact of historical growth and the development of corresponding
historic sites over a period of four centuries. The existing site
pattern is divided graphically into three eras: The Indian Era, The
Settlement Era

and The Present Era. Map V-4 depicts these historic

sites in relation to their historical origin.
Sites such as The Nancy Island Museum or Ste. Marie Among
the Hurons are authentic historic sites.

Recognition and development

of these sites result from the availability of government funds and
the personal interest of men such as Dr. W. Jury, the noted Archaeologist from the University of Western Ontario. This type of incentive
and economic support has helped develop the recreational historic
sites such as the Midland YMCA's Indian Village and various local
museums.

Such facilities, though not on authentic sites, supplement

MapV-4

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT IN
TINY AND TAY TOWNSHIPS
INDIAN ERA
SETTLEMENT ERA
PRESENT ERA

Indian Water Routes
British Navel Routes

Arda Class I I! Ill
Highways
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
U
15
16

HURONIA MUSEUM
PLAYFAIR HOME
YMCA INDIAN VILLAGE
MARTYRS' SHRINE
SAINT MARIE I
ONTARIO'S FIRST STONE QUARRY
GATEWAY TO HURONIA PLAQUES
BRITISH NAVAL AND MILITARY
ESTABLISHMENT
OFFICERS'QUARTERS
PENETANG MUSEUM
PENETANG ANGELS
TOANCHE
SIR JOHN FRANKLIN EXPEDITION
ST. JAMESON THE LAKE
CHURCH OF THE MARTYRS
ST LOUIS

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

ST. IGNAC
COWANS TRADING POST
COLDWATER ROAD EXTENSION
TRAIN TRUSSEL
OLD PENETANG ROAD
OSSASSANE BONE PIT
THE OLD MILL
SHRINE OF THE EARLY FARMER

CARHAGAUHA
SAINT MARIE II
MAGAZINE ISLAND
WATER ROUTE TO THE
NOTTAWASAGA RIVER
NATIONAL HISTORIC PARK
HISTORIC CRUISES
FRANZ JOHNSTONE HOME

the atmosphere generated by regional promotion and historic t r a d i tion.

In such cases, the natural use capability base of the ARDA

classification is incapable of coping with the impact of an area's
historical theme.
The historic past has not been the only factor contributing
to the present pattern of historic s i t e s .

The more significant sites

are located within one-quarter mile o f , or adjacent t o , paved roads,
most of which are provincial highways (Figure V - l ) .

FIGURE V-l
Historic Sites to Accessibility

Locational
Access

% of Historic Sites
With Varied Access

Paved

80%

% With 1st or
2nd Class Paving
68% P r o v i n c i a l Hwy
32% Secondary Hwy

Gravel

15%

Trai1

5%

None

0%

The spatial d i s t r i b u t i o n of Simcoe County's historic sites
is also a function of specific growth points.

Some 68% of a l l

historic a c t i v i t y / f a c i l i t y sites are within f i v e miles of major
county centres (Figure V-2).
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FIGURE V-2
Historic Sites to Nodal Centres
No. of Rural Historic
Sites Within a
Five-Mile Radius

Nodal Centre

Midland-Penetang
Barrie
Wasaga Beach
Alliston Base Borden
Orillia

8
6
3
2
1

I t is also apparent that proximity to Provincial Parks
exemplifies the potential recreation value of the region's historic
sites.

Of the t h i r t y predominantly rural historic s i t e s , 70% are

located within a five-mile radius of existing or proposed provincial
parks (Figure V-3).
FIGURE V-3
Historic Sites to Provincial Parks

Provincial Parks

No. of Historic Sites
Within a Five-Mile
Radius (Approx.)

Methodist Point
Provincial Park

6

Springwater
Provincial Park
Wasaga Beach

6
_

Provincial Park

J

Bass Lake

3

Earl Rowe

3
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All the historic sites situated within the rural environment
are within a ten-mile radius and a twenty-minute drive of a Provincial
Park.
The preceding patterns of historical a c t i v i t y / f a c i l i t y combinations in Simcoe County substantiate the need for economic support,
accessibility and an awareness of the area's historic theme.

With

the input of the above outlined considerations, the historic recreation potential of many historic sites could be more effectively
realized.

Examples of such areas with greater historic recreational

potential are outlined in Figure V-4.

FIGURE V-4

Selected Sites with Historic
Recreation Potential
Known Sites
With Potential

Theme
Facilities

St. Louis:
- further
archaeologic
study and
development

Museum:
- for large
tourist
population
in Innisfil
Township

Archaeologic Digs:
- supervised
public
involvement

Cowan's
Trading Post:
- redevelopment

Base Borden:
- greater
restricted
public use

Travel Routes:
- canoe routes

Cahiague:
- reconstruction

Historic Towns:
- like Pioneer
Village
- preservation
and
development

Tours:
- designated
historic
tri ps

Theme
Activities
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The deficiency of historic sites near Earl Rowe Provincial
Park suggests the need for greater economic inputs into such developments as the Scotch Settlement and the historic military traditions
of selected portions of Base Borden. The known recreation potential
of early access routes such as the Iroquois Trail (Trent Canal)
could be exploited in other areas.

"The Champlain Route" from the

St. Lawrence River to Lake Nippissing and Penetanguishene or the more
challenging "Thorontohen Waterway" from Lakes Erie and Ontario to
Lake Simcoe and the Nottawasaga River could, in time, become favourite boating routes.
The Nottawasaga Valley and the Niagara Escarpment have a
natural history epitomized by such facilities as the Scenic Caves,
the Bruce Trail and the Minesing Swamp.

The historic and recrea-

tional potential of these areas depends upon the restriction of human
use and the implementations of scenic easements and planned development.
The real historic recreation potential of Simcoe County is
rooted in a past that provided accessibility, initiated settlement
and enabled a diversity of recreational use. To-day, the existing
historic sites adhere to that historic past and provide the recreator
with a variety of recreational alternatives.

Furthermore, any attempt

to realize the potential of a site for an historical activity/facility
combination would have to consider the impact of economic and promotional incentives.

Such considerations, when coupled with access-

ibility from nodal centres, provides a more realistic framework for
establishing the potential for historic recreational sites in areas
such as Simcoe County.
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Physical Factor
Investigation of the patterns of outdoor recreation sites
suggests that the physical component is particularly significant.
The term "physical" refers to aspects of the physical site such as
topography, as well as to the physical situation of an area's outdoor recreation activity/facility combinations.

In this context,

Simcoe County's essential resource-based sites and natural resource
sites are considered in this

subsection, as well as the physical

situation of the user-oriented sites. These components, when
analyzed with ecologic considerations, can provide a more realistic
framework for understanding the potential of a given recreational
site. The implications of the ARDA classification have been integrated into this

subsection, since physical parameters of recrea-

tional sites are paramount to the ARDA system.
Seven of the eight recreation classifications discussed in
Chapter III stress the significance of physical site requirements.
Of the eight, four have incorporated considerations of use capability.
Clawson and Knetsch have pointed out that the potential of many outdoor recreation combinations depends upon the willingness of people
to use an area for outdoor recreation, making a recreation resource
g
out of what would otherwise be rocks, trees and water.

This conten-

tion, while substantiating the importance of a physical site, suggests
that other considerations relevant to comprehending the real potential
of a recreational site should be investigated.
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Patterns of Outdoor Recreation
Sites with a Resource-Oriented Base
With Oro and Tiny Townships as examples, there appears to
be a relationship between the essential resource-based sites such as
marinas, public beaches, docks, etcetera, and the f i r s t three classes
of ARDA (Map V-5).

This is evident along the shores of Nottawasaga

Bay and Lake Simcoe.

Essentially, then, the a v a i l a b i l i t y of a shore-

land provides the recreational potential and stimulus for many forms
of outdoor recreation.

The Spearman Rank Correlation Test

tests

this hypothesis based on the relationship between the predominance
of essential resource-based a c t i v i t y / f a c i l i t y combinations obtained
from the Outdoor Recreation F a c i l i t i e s Inventory and the miles of
navigable shore associated with each Simcoe County Township (Figure
V-5).

The results of this test indicate that the above correlation

is valid (r = .7543) (Appendix D).

These findings are substanti-

ated by the ORRRC studies which claim that participation at waterbased a c t i v i t y / f a c i l i t y combinations reveal one of the highest
percentages of a l l outdoor recreational experiences.

12

Although the

significance of physical s i t e is apparent in terms of the recreation
potential for many f a c i l i t i e s , i t is noteworthy that only 45.9% of
the a c t i v i t y / f a c i l i t y combinations used in the test require an
essential resource base (Appendix C).
As well as the shore-oriented parks, marinas and government
docks requiring particular physical resources, the County's ski
f a c i l i t i e s have obvious physical requirements. Lewis has formulated
13
a s i t e model for skiing in Southern Ontario.
The study outlines
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Map V - 5
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF OUTDOOR RURAL RECREATION
ACTIVITY-FACILITY COMBINATIONS

IN SELECTED TOWNSHIPS
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FIGURE V-5
Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient
(Shore!and)
Approximate
Miles of
Navigable
Shore

Rank

Rank

(X)

(Y)

(X)

(Y)

2
1
2
4
11
3
8
8
6
2
13
9
3
3
3
1

0.0
3.0
0.0
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15.0

15.5
13.0

Tiny
Flos
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Nottawasaga
Tecumseth

3
3
3
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0
7
5
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7
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Innisfil
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various site factors such as variability of terrain, annual snowfall,
northeast exposure and vertical drop. By applying the proposed
model to Horseshoe Valley in Simcoe County, Lewis makes the following
conclusions about this ideal family resort: the resort is blessed
with an excellent location; it is close to the Barrie and Toronto
market; and it lies in the Barrie area snowbelt: "The slopes are
suitable for the intermediate skier as well as the novice

(approxi-

mate 225 vertical drop). The ARDA Symbol "S" designates the exact
location of this existing facility, located approximately eleven air
miles northeast of Barrie (Map V-6).

There is, however, an area

almost identical to the Horseshoe Valley area within four miles of
Barrie (Map V-7).

Lewis' site factors, when applied to the area, sug-

gest the strong potential for a family-type ski development. However,
the ARDA designation does not suggest the capability of this area as
it does where ski facilities presently exist.
MAP V-6
Ski Area
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MAP V-7
Ski Area

This discrepancy suggests that the real potential of many
activity/facility combinations, although to some extent dependent
upon physical criteria, depends upon the realization of additional
*

parameters.

It further indicates the difficulty the ARDA classifica15
tion has in confining its classification to "natural capability"

while remaining aloof from existing development.
Sites Accruing from User Orientation
From the previously discussed Rank Correlation, it is
apparent that more than one-half of the activity/facility combinations (54.1%) used in the test were user-oriented sites (Figure V-5).
Subsequently, the physical site becomes secondary to the physical
situation in establishing many potential recreation activity/facility
combinations.

The ski facility created in northwest Toronto (Etobicoke)
is the result of piled garbage and earth. Economic feasibility,
coupled with sufficient public demand for this activity/facility combination, exhibits another facet of potential site that overrides
natural use capability.
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McCleary, in his study of golf courses in the KitchenerWaterloo area, found that an economically viable golf f a c i l i t y
required certain location factors as determined by owner-operators.
"Gently r o l l i n g " or " s l i g h t l y undulating" scenic areas were the most
16
common responses.
Simcoe County.

This phrasing is indicative of many areas of

A second highly significant factor was the proximity

to a large population centre,
adequate water supply.

followed by accessibility and

The spatial distribution of golf courses

within the study area substantiates those findings (Map V-8).
McCleary's model also suggests that the "physical site and
18
the users interact in a direct manner."
This fact, as well as an
area's size, vegetation, soils, water capability, access and surrounding land use are partially depicted in three selected Simcoe
County golf courses (Map V-9).
It is evident that the ARDA Classification cannot be effective when considering the recreation capability of an area for a golf
course.

The selected viable public, private and quasi-public

facilities reflect considerable variations in terms of the ARDA
designations.

This inconsistency is depicted where the need for an

easily accessible site near a populous area with some diversity of
topography is apparent (Map V-9).
Additional user-oriented activity/facility combinations
respond to anticipated demand and the political and/or private entrepreneurial ability of some person or group.
practice golf areas, riding stables

Local recreation parks,

and skidoo tracts enable con-

siderable flexibility in terms of physical site requirements.

They
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Map V-8

SIMCOE COUNTY RURAL GOLF COURSES
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MapV-9

THE RELATION OF SELECTED GOLF COURSES
TO ARDA CLASSIFICATION
EXAMPLE A
Alcona Beach Golf Club
Big Cedar Point Golf
Club
(within three miles of Hwy, 11)

Barrie Golf Club
(northern outskirt of the city
of Barrie)

depend in varying degrees upon situation factors such as sufficient
numbers of w i l l i n g participants, accessibility, promotion and r e a l i s t i c costs to the consumer.

In such cases, the physical site is

secondary to the physical s i t u a t i o n .
The potential of sites for user-oriented f a c i l i t i e s such
as community parks, mini-golf, riding stables and skidoo rentals
become a function of demand by persons l i v i n g in more populous zones.
Population i n e r t i a generates recreation potential in what is now
19
called the "Urban F i e l d " .
For example, the intensive, urban-like
cottage development in I n n i s f i l , Nottawasaga, Tiny and Oro Townships
support the potential of sites for user-oriented a c t i v i t y / f a c i l i t y
combinations (Map V-10).

The Townships of Essa and Vespra were found

to contain proportionately larger numbers of user-oriented a c t i v i t y /
f a c i l i t y combinations because of Barrie with some 25,000 people and
Camp Borden Angus with 10,000.

Flos Township, with only three

"essential resource-based" a c t i v i t y / f a c i l i t y combinations, has seventeen user-oriented recreation f a c i l i t i e s because of Highway #92 and
the summer t o u r i s t i n f l u x .

Additional urban centres such as Midland,

Collingwood, O r i l l i a and Barrie, as well as their surrounding popul a t i o n s , form similar spatial patterns of user-oriented a c t i v i t y /
f a c i l i t y combinations (Map V - l l ) .
The resulting recreational potentials for a c t i v i t y / f a c i l i t y
combinations are depicted to show an essential resource-based t i e r
of recreational land use, then subsequent second and t h i r d " t i e r s "
that result as a consequence of population inertia eminating from
the i n i t i a l " t i e r " of development (Map V-10).
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Map V-10
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Map V - l l
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Natural Resource-Based Sites
A third physical component reflects the awareness that an
"unspoiled natural area is a requirement for the people of Ontario."

20

Furthermore, "human use pressures...upon parks, recreation and open
space are rapidly accelerating with subsequent irrevocable damage to
21
the resource base."
These concerns suggest the recreation potential
of areas that have a unique quality for nature study, restrictive
22
hunting and quiet isolation.
Such areas do not require specific
physical resources nor developed facilities situated in the midst of
a particular situation.

The recreation potential of such an area

simply evolves.

Unlike many urban-oriented parks, designated natural
23
resource-based sites are not necessarily based on space standards.

They tend to be located where a unique natural feature is located or
24
within approximately fifty miles of an urban centre.
The study area contains numerous natural resource zones
within the extensive drainage basins of the Nottawasaga and Holland
Rivers.

Portions of the adjoining land have been developed into

eight conservation areas covering some 1,071 acres. The acquisition
of these areas is vital to the preservation of the natural environment.

The recreation potential of these areas is an inherent aspect

and is not reflected in any use capability classification.

For

example, the Minising Swamp, apart from nature study, collecting,
hiking and boating, provides unique terrain for the skidooer in the
25
winter months.
Tiny Marsh, under the direction of the Department
of Lands and Forests, has proven to be an excellent zone for outdoor
Of.

recreational activity

(Figure V-6).

It is, therefore, apparent
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that to designate a natural area in terms of use capab/flity, whether
it be a marsh, river valley or a portion of those features ^such as
the Niagara Escarpment, is unrealistic.
FIGURE V-6
Tiny Marsh Survey*
This data was obtained in Tiny and Tay Townships using the Questionnaire in Appendix E.

Tiny'Marsh"
None
Hi ki ng
Hunting
Nature Study
Other
Totals
*

Male

6
9
4
5
_0
24

Female

12
6
1
4

J,
24

Students

4
14
5
1
_0
24

This brief survey involved random questions asked while inventorying
the outdoor recreation facilities during the summer of 1968. The
survey has some bias and was not intended as a representative sample=
However, it does indicate an interest in this area.

Ecological Factor
The potential of any site for outdoor recreation is closely
associated with the alterations made to the ecological system which
27
involves the relationships of plants and animals, including man.
If the possibility of pollution, the carrying capacity of the natural
vegetation, visual aspects, odour or noise and other such factors are
ignored in physical site selection, the proposed area could become,
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or initially be, "ecologically bankrupt."

Many areas in and

around Simcoe County have suffered ecological depression because of
improper forest management, lack of pollution control, short-sighted
local planning and uncontrolled exploitation of the natural environ29
ment.
A recently completed study of Riley Lake some twenty miles
northeast of Simcoe County concludes that the area is "overdeveloped
and further development beyond existing approved lots should be pre30
vented."
Here again, the need to integrate ecological considerations
and their impact on potential recreation alternatives is exemplified.
A further example that indicates the effect of ecology on an area's
recreation potential was published by The Department of Tourism and
Information. The statement is, in fact, "a progress report to set
the record straight about mercury contamination in our lakes and
31
rivers."
In this case, the recreation potential was seriously
negated by public misconception.

To counteract the adverse effects

of suspected ecologic depression, the media (radio, newspapers,
etcetera) will hopefully re-establish the recreation potential.
The necessity of understanding the ecologic implications of
a recreation site is particularly apparent in areas such as Wasaga
Beach. The ARDA capability classification has indicated the area as
Class I (Map V-12).

Although this classification is valid in terms

of use capability, the Nottawasaga River is seriously polluted and
the high density random cottage development detracts from the natural
aesthetic environment.
not what it is.

ARDA has indicated what the area could be,

MAP V-12

s - -T5
The ARDA system does not give consideration to the ecological carrying capacity of given areas for recreation activity/
facility combinations.

Wagner 32 and La Page 33 have conducted studies

that provided insight into the ecological carrying capacities of
potential recreating areas.

In 1962, T. H. Ripley established impor-

tant concepts useful in maintaining the potential of a proposed
recreating area. 34

A major consideration for intensively used

recreation area soils was the amount of high canopy and base ground,
and the degree of root exposure (Figure V-7).

The density per unity

area of picnic tables (or camping facilities) was related to severe
ecologic damage.

Furthermore, the study found a positive relation

between tree damage and distance from parking facilities, as well as
between tree damage and the planting of shrub barriers.
Such studies, though not definitive, suggest the importance
of physical/ecological considerations for potential and existing
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FIGURE V-7
Modified Regression Solution for 280 Camping and
Picnicking Sites on all Soils*
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recreational sites.

More e x p l i c i t l y , facts about the impact of man

within the ecological system, particularly related to carrying
capacity of water bodies, vegetative tolerances, soil capabilities
for drainage and perceptive alternatives, have yet to be compiled.
Conclusions
The physical component of a potential site model could be
considered within three main sub-categories:

essential resource-

based, user-oriented and natural resource-based sites.

The Outdoor

Facilities Inventory verified the requirement of some form of physical
resources for such a c t i v i t i e s as swimming, boating or skiing.

However,

of the approximately 312 a c t i v i t y / f a c i l i t y combinations inventoried,
some 231 had a user orientation, resulting from population inertia
and economic promotional and entrepreneurial i n i t i a t i v e .
Essentially, the concept similar to Firey's suggests that
the three physical components of a s i t e model are encompassed by
overriding ecologic constraints (Figure V-8).

The use of natural

capability as a basis for depicting recreation lands cannot be substantiated in the "real world".

Figure V-8

PHYSICAL COMPONENTS OF A
POTENTIAL RECREATION SITE

POTENTIAL
RECREATION
SITE

NATURAL RESOURCE
BASED SITES
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Accessibility Factor
The location of most outdoor recreation activity/facility
combinations suggests the significant impact made by the automobile
and road networks on the development of recreational lands. Analysis
of the facilities inventory data suggests that considerations of
accessibility are of two kinds.

Initially, there is the County's

position in relation to the population distribution of its recreational hinterland and, secondly, there are accessibility considerations within the County itself. The importance of these external and
internal accessibility considerations will be discussed and developed
in conjunction with the ARDA concept.
External Accessibility
Highways 401, 400, 11 and 27 provide excellent accessibility
to Simcoe County (Map V-13).

Recreators from Southern Ontario,

particularly Toronto, as well as from many Northern States, are
within easy reach of Simcoe County's recreational sites. The recreators substantiate the ORRRC studies that indicate some 30% of
participation in recreational activity occurs within 40 to 125 miles
of a participant's home.

The importance of time when travelling to

a recreation site is also indicated by the high percentage of vehicles
that travel one to three hours from their place of origin (Figure V-9).
Wolfe substantiates the importance of external accessibility as it
relates to distance/time and the use of recreation developments by
37
people from different parts of Ontario and the United States.
Torontonians are predominant among the visitors to selected camping

Map V-13
ACCESSIBILITY FROM BARRIE AND TORONTO CENTRE
TO
AREAS OF SIMCOE COUNTY
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areas of Simcoe County (Figure V-10).
FIGURE V-10
Campers in Provincial Parks of Ontario 1964
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Recreational traffic generated from Toronto also dominates the ski
38
resorts of the area
(Figure V-11). It is also apparent that some
recreationists are willing to travel great distances for more unique
FIGURE V-11
Origin Destination Studies for Selected Ski Resorts

Resort

Rainbow Ridge
Sir Sam's Inn
Horseshoe Vail ey
Mt. St. Louis
Blue Mountain

Area

Estimated Milleage
from Resort to
Toronto

Huntsville
Huntsville
Barrie
Barrie
Collingwood

125
140
65
65
90

Percentage
Originating
from Toronto
42.1
81.8
75.0
71.7
89.3
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recreational experiences with superior attractability, facilities
or size. Conversely, recreators are less likely to travel extensive
distances to play golf or picnic unless such activities are associated with a recreational pursuit such as cottaging or camping.

In

all cases, external accessibility is a major factor to the potential
recreationist.
Another consideration in assessing the impact of external
accessibility is exemplified by the concept of the gravity model
when applied to this paper. The model reflects the notion that the
amount of interaction between cities is directly proportional to the
population of those cities and inversely proportional to the distance
39
between them.

By inference, the concept suggests that the inter-

action between an outdoor recreation activity/facility combination and
an urban population is directly proportional to the size of the city,
or cities, and inversely proportional to the distance between the
population cluster and the particular activity/facility combinations.
The percentage distribution of day visitors from selected centres to
provincial parks located within the study area was compiled by
Wolfe

(Figure V-12).

The impact of the Toronto area is readily

apparent as is the fall-off in visitation toward Kitchener and
Windsor. Much of this fall-off, as the gravity model suggests, is
probably due to the intervening recreational

opportunities for day

camping along the shore of Lake Huron and the Bruce Peninsula and in
the parks along the shores of Lake Erie. The probability of dayouting recreation traffic being generated between Toronto and the
Simcoe County area is much greater than between Simcoe County and
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Parry Sound, a town some eighty miles north of Barrie, not only
because of the size and distance differential, but also because of
the range of recreational alternatives which the external recreator
from the Toronto area can pursue.

In such a situation, the concept

of the gravity model has some validity.

However, of equal signifi-

cance is the impact of Simcoe's external accessibility, which enables
more distant visitors to recreate in the area for periods in excess
of one day's duration.

In such cases, the ease of accessibility

tends to negate the gravity model and related theories of the impact
of intervening opportunity.

For example, the origin destination

studies in Figure V-11 show Toronto skiers patronizing more distant
41
ski facilities when conditions may be quite sufficient near Toronto.
42
Lewis also found skiers going to the Laurentians, even though much
closer facilities that would equate with one's level of satisfaction
were available in Ontario.

In addition, the greater number of campers

from more distant locations is proportionately larger than the number
n f Hav v i ^ i t n r c ; a t <;plprfpH n r n v i n r i a l

nark<; ( F i n u r p V-13^-

FIGURE V-13
Percentage Distribution by Resort Area
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Many areas within the County reflect high use figures
because of associated facilities.

Recreators make use of features

such as Wasaga Beach, Sainte Marie Among the Hurons near Midland and
43
the County's ski facilities because of their "attractability"
and
promotion, as well as their external accessibility.

If the theory is

true that the economic benefits derived by an area are at least equal
to the amount the average user saves over the travelling costs of the
more distant users, external accessibility is an unquestionably
44
significant aspect of potential site.
Using participation as the dependent variable and distance/
time as the independent variable, the following relationship can be
seen (Figure V-14).
FIGURE V-14
Conceptual Relation Between Participation and Distance

DISTANCE/TIME
The above hypothetical graph depicts two categories of recreational
activity/facility combinations as they relate to accessibility.
first category is locally-oriented activity/facility combinations

The
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with high participation levels that decline rapidly as distance and
time increase.

Secondly, the sites that provide more notable

recreational experiences and are accessible to the more distant
recreator, require greater amounts of time and distance with less
fall-off in participation.
Accessibility within Simcoe County
The Outdoor Recreation Facilities Inventory found internal
accessibility to be particularly relevant at the more local level.
Within the County, there is a definite visual correlation between
the major traffic arteries and the location of existing outdoor recreation sites (Map V-14).

The internal accessibility also links the

recreation clusters located at nodal centres such as Wasaga Beach,
Midland-Penetang, Orillia, Barrie and the Lake Simcoe shoreline,
particularly south of Barrie in Innisfil Township.
The known pattern of activity/facility combinations and
their relation to accessibility substantiates the hypothesized 'tier
formation' of recreation resources from population clusters. Sa
Frances' "two universe concept", a modification of the gravity model,
revealed a primary core of users within a nodal area at swimming
45
pools.
Beyond this primary tier, additional factors such as distance were introduced to explain the spatial pattern of users.
In the context of this thesis, activity/facility combinations such as local parks and mini-golf sites form an easily accessible
second

tier within basically one mile of the first tier. This first

tier is composed of water front cottages, water-based camp sites and
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Map V-14
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF OUTDOOR RURAL
RECREATION ACTIVITY-FACILITY COMBINATIONS
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public beaches (Figure V-15).

A third tier, though easily accessible,

requires some means of transit for most users. Race tracks, township
parks and major golf facilities tend to be of this type. A fourth,
though widely dispersed tier, contains more specialized activity/
facility combinations that exhibit varying degrees of accessibility
for the potential recreator. Activity/facility combinations such as
museums and natural resource sites adhere to this more diverse tier.
The relative significance of internal accessibility, as it
relates to various types of recreational activity/facility combinations, can be identified (Figure V-15).

Certain types of recreational

activity/facility combinations are directly related to the development
of a more significant activity/facility combination such as a beach
or large park. To be viable, they must have immediate accessibility.
Such development is represented by the second tier in the conceptual
model.

In the third and fourth tiers, activity/facility combinations

develop that are somewhat more independent of the primary recreation
facilities, and could in fact be generated if second tier activity/
facility combinations were non-existent.
The relation of a potential recreation site and internal
accessibility can be readily substantiated.

For example, within

various townships of Simcoe County internal accessibility was found
to correlate with the recreational land use patterns derived from the
inventory.

The total mileage of various types of roads was calculated

for each Simcoe Township

(Appendix F ) . The miles of paved roads,

plus the miles of gravel roads that enable ease of accessibility,
were subtracted from the total number of grid miles that would

FIGURE V-15
ACCESSIBILITY FACTOR IN SIMCOE COUNTY

Townships3

Adjala
W. Gwillimbury
Tosorontio
Essa
Innisfil
Vespra
Oro
Orilliab
Matchedashb
Medonte
Tay
Tiny
Flos
Sunnidale
Nottawasaga
Tecumseth
NOTE:

% Paved

17.3
32.7
16.6
37.3
53.1
31.0
26.0
19.0
9.7
24.2
21.0
39.9
16.1
21.1
14.0
17.2

% Gravel

75.3
64.4
45.0
50.0
46.8
36.0
72.0
55.6
12.9
75.1
74.4
57.0
69.8
71.9
80.1
76.6

7o Trail or None

7.6
0.9
38.4c
12.7
.1
33.1
2.0
25.2
77.4
.7
4.7
6.0
14.1
5.8
5.1
6.1

Average of
% Gravel & % Paved
(accessibililty factor)
92.6/2
97.1/2
61.6/2
87.3/2
99.9/2
67.0/2
98.0/2
74.6/2

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

22.6/2 m

99.3/2
95.4/2
96.9/2
85.9/2
93.0/2
94.1/2
93.8/2

=
=
=
=
-

46.3
48.5
30.8
43.6
49.9
33.5
49.0
37.3
11.3
49.6
47.7
48.4
42.9
46.5
47.0
46.9

a - variations in percentage totals due to slight inconsistency of some
township data
b - calculated from maps and data sheet
c - DND property
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traverse the entire township assuming uniform topography (Figure V-15).
The difference gave an indication of the miles of trail, no roads or
inaccessibility within each township.

Percentages were calculated

for purposes of comparison (Figure V-15).
The total acreage committed to recreation in each township
was also calculated (Figure V-16).

Most of this information was

gleaned from the Recreation Land Use Inventory (Appendix C ) . A
Spearman Rank Correlation Test was again used to determine the relation between the degree of accessibility and the total adjusted
acreage of recreational activity/facility combinations in the townships of Simcoe County (Figure V-16).
A significant correlation existed between accessibility and
recreation space (r = .712).

The results of this test support the

notion that the accessibility within a township is, in fact, directly
related to the amount of recreation land developed.

The real poten-

tial for rural outdoor recreation sites, particularly the useroriented and essential resource-based sites, is related to the
accessibility of the township (Appendix G ) .
Two related concepts of accessibility and their relation
to the potential of future sites for outdoor recreation were observed.
In the first place, many inventoried recreation sites exist because
of accessibility.

For example, the real potential of Simcoe's golf

facilities is realized because people can easily get to them. Similarly, camp sites or picnic areas adjacent to provincial highways
exist because of the demand resulting from traffic flow.
many recreation sites exist in spite of accessibility.

Secondly,

They attain

FIGURE V-16
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their real recreation potential only when accessibility is provided.
The newly-proposed Methodist Point Provincial Park on the North
Shore of Tiny Township will have greater recreational potential when
existing roads are improved to provide easier accessibility.
A rather incongruous fact concerning internal accessibility
and its impact on a potential recreation site has been presented by
48
49
50
Lewis,
Adams
and Volk.
Their studies of ski facilities,

^\

'
(
i

reservoir attendance and wilderness use, respectively, indicate the

i

lack of proportionate use by the most immediate populations. This

|

discrepancy in the basic gravity model concept is, in part, the result
of indifference and the desire for more diversified recreational
activity.

Consequently, the potential of recreation sites such as

/
i

those mentioned above depends largely upon recreators from outside
the area who may be induced to participate by promotion and development as well as by good accessibility within the County.

'

Before the discussion on internal accessibility is concluded,
some of the disadvantages of accessibility should be mentioned.

There

is a need to limit accessibility in order to preserve the environmental quality of some recreational lands. Adams concluded that

many

individuals wishing a wilderness experience, when canoe tripping,
51
demanded limited observable accessibility.
Accessibility only by
foot, horse, plane or canoe can provide important activity/facility
52
combinations at natural and scenic areas.
The implications of these
statements for such activity/facility areas as Simcoe's marshes and
escarpment areas require considerable study and planning by provincial
decision-makers.
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The Relevance of Access to the ARDA Classification
From the previous discussions, it is apparent that external
and internal accessibility to Simcoe's activity/facility combinations
has a profound impact on the recreation potential of an area. To
53
assume "uniform accessibility",

as ARDA has done in their recrea-

tional land use classification, limits the use of this system for
determining the potential of a site for recreation.

The activity/

facility combinations, discussed under "Internal Accessibility,"
that are located near the major road-net, bear little relation to
what the ARDA classification suggests their capability actually to
be.

This lack of correspondence between land used for recreation

and the ARDA classification is due to variations in land holdings,
topography, services and so on, but at least some of this variation
can be explained in terms of accessibility afforded by external and
54
internal demand.
The "assumed uniform accessibility" is unrealistic because
it bears little relationship to the existing outdoor rural recreational
pattern.

Knowledge of an area's internal, as well as its external,

accessibility is an integral part of any model designed to comprehend
the real potential for any activity/facility combination.

Not only

is accessibility in terms of time/distance form one's place of residence to the given site significant, but also the availability of
alternatives coupled with the area's natural or promoted appeal. The
variability of accessibility, as well as individual or group recreational demands, detracts from the utility of a classification such as
ARDA has employed.
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Population
Factors in Recreational Behavior
Perloff and Wingo suggest that to understand and be able to
predict future recreation activity patterns, we must be able to
identify and desegregate the composite factors that explain the
diverse patterns of demand.

Much has been written in the literature

about recreational behavior.

Its complexity continues to generate

the initiative for continued research.

Subsequently, this study pro-

poses to accept the notion that position in the life cycle, socioeconomic status, subjective preference patterns associated with
personality and geographical location are influential factors in
55
recreation behavior.
The contention is that by integrating these
factors into the proposed potential site model, the decision-maker
can more effectively explain and plan for recreational needs.
One's position within the life cycle, for example, has
been shown to have a direct bearing on desired forms of recreation.
With expansion of the family unit after World War II and the cyclical
advance of the 'baby boom', demand, use and ability to consume a
more diverse recreational base is evident.

The ORRRC studies show that

single persons under twenty-five seek more challenging outdoor recrea56
tional pursuits that require greater, physical exhilaration.
The
potential, therefore, for outdoor recreation activity/facility
combinations that satisfy those in the life cycle up to approximately
age twenty-five will be greater than for those persons fifty and over.
Consequently, as the years pass, activity/facility combinations
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oriented to segments of the population will continue to be one of
the most profound factors in comprehending the potential of recreational development.
Age is perhaps the most important socio-economic factor
because differing ages, according to ORRRC studies, exhibit a spectrum of "selective trends"

(Figure V-17).

Of note are the higher number of activity days shown for
swimming, boating, driving and walking for pleasure for persons in
their late teens and early twenties (Figure V-17).

However, as age

increases, there is a continual decline in recreational activity with
the major exception being older males walking for pleasure. Fundamentally, the same age/activity day pattern is exhibited for both
males and females (Figure V-17).

This figure does not reflect the

total number of recreators engaging in particular forms of recreational behavior. Yet, the impact of large numbers of persons
advancing in age with a more active and lengthy lifetime will cause
continual increases in recreational activity days and thus the real
potential for all recreational forms.
One's disposable income is another variable that influences
recreational behavior.

The availability of funds that can be utilized

for one's recreational pursuits significantly increases not only the
participation rates but also the diversity of recreational alternatives.

For example, in three selected activities, boating, swimming

and driving for pleasure, participation sharply increases to the
fifteen thousand dollar income level. The reduction in the activity,
driving for pleasure, as income moves beyond twelve thousand dollars,
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Figure V-17
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suggests the increasing scope of recreational activity patterns that
higher income groups can and do pursue (Figure V-18).
The increase and rise of leisure time is another significant variable with socio-economic implications that influences
recreation potential.

Based on the assumption that "leisure and
58
work are competitors for time"
and the fact that time required for
work is being reduced, one can logically predict increases in the
use of leisure.

The Department of Labor study has shown a continual
59
decline in the number of weekly hours of work from 1900 to 1972
(Figure V-19).
FIGURE V-19

SOURCE:

Date

Weekly Hours
of Work

1900
1930
1960
1972

60
50
48
35

Canada Working Conditions in Canadian Industry, Department
of Labor, Economics and Research Branch, Report No. 8.

Such reductions in work time have left more opportunities
for vacations and varied forms of leisure activity (Figure V-20).
The impact of these socio-economic shifts caused the Royal Commission
on Canada's Economic Prospects to conclude that
Canadians appear to becoming...a rich people, with more
leisure, living in a predominantly urban society. The
riches and leisure mean rapid growth in demands for
recreation and hobby equipment for travel....60
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Fig V - 2 0
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Another major consideration in trying to more effectively
understand the pattern of recreational behavior is the diverse subjective preference associated with the recreating public.
Priddle has suggested that to more effectively comprehend
one's satisfaction of those activities desired, we must be capable
of answering not only who goes to a site or participates in a particular form of activity/facility combination, but where, why and how
often do they go or participate?

To a large extent, previous

discussions of position in the life cycle, age, income, amounts of
leisure time and other socio-economic aspects have suggested fundamentally who, and to some degree, why persons exhibit certain recreational behavior patterns.
Consideration of where people go is closely related to
locational or geographical constraints that influence the desired
amounts and kinds of recreational alternatives sought.

For example,

as time/distance considerations in travelling to a potential recreation site improve and thus allow more recreators to experience a
greater range of activities and facilities, the overall demand for
recreational development will increase.

In this context, recreators

are prone to disregard nearby intervening opportunities and recreate
in accessible locations that satisfy their needs because of prior
experience, accumulated knowledge or promotion.

The result is that

a particular area may have a potential for recreation only when its
recreational

amenities become known and lure recreators who might

otherwise go elsewhere. Once a recreation facility or activity becomes an acceptable recreational alternative, other recreators will
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endeavor to attain the same experience they find others enjoying.
Another consideration of personal recreation preference is the distance most people are willing to travel to presumably attain a
desired recreational experience. The ORRRC studies have shown that
some 23% of a sample group travelled between 100 and 249 miles one
way for a vacation trip

(Figure V-21).
FIGURE V-21
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ORRRC Report No. 20 > P- 43.

These studies are able to provide a clearer indication of where
people will recreate, based on their willingness to travel certain
distances.

Such information can be beneficially applied to the
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study area to more effectively understand the greater recreational
potential of a location such as Simcoe County that is within 250
miles of the vast recreationally-oriented population of Southern
Ontario and many Mid-Northern States. The influx of these recreation
users have been tabulated for selected activity/facility combinations
to show where, within the study area, they go and what they see
(Figure V-22).

An immediate conclusion is the outstanding potential

for well-developed historic/recreationally-oriented sites (Figure
V-22).

Although detailed user studies have yet to be compiled, the

selected attendance figures suggest that the activity/facility combinations listed generate sufficient appeal to alter the recreational
behavior of millions.
The notion of use derived from attendance figures should
not be misconstrued as demand, nor does it suggest the reasons why
one goes to a particular site. Often those who experience various
activity/facility combinations will do so, although it may not
reflect their personal choice nor their desire.

Conflicting commit-

ments, such as small children, may orient persons to different
recreational forms and thus force persons into a form of bounded
freedom.
Additional factors that have an impact on why people
CO

recreate in given areas are presented for the Huronia area
V-23).

(Figure

Although the tabulations are limited, they do provide insight

into the recreational behavior experienced within the study area.
The potential for areas that enhance, in the recreator's mind, the
reality or concept of "quiet relaxation" cannot be overlooked in
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FIGURE V-22
Attendance Figures for Selected Activity/Facility
Combinations in Simcoe County

Activity/Facility Combination

Date

Attendance

Spring Water Provincial Park

1961

100,000

Earl Rowe Provincial Park

1967

221,003

Bass Lake Provincial Park

1967

135,650

Wasaga Beach Provincial Park

1968

Ste. Marie Among The Hurons

1967

61,539 (adults)
61,798 (children)

1968

27,576 (adults
41,705 (children)
65,141 (family)

1,000,000 (est.)

Martyrs' Shrine

1967

500,000 (est.)

2
Ski Resorts (Huronia)

1968- 69

89,000 (est.)

Elmvale Syrup Festival

1968- 69

6,000 (est.)

Barrie Winter Carnival

1968- 69

50,000 (est.)

2
Vessels through Huronia
portion of the Trent Canal

1967

29,153

1968

34,510

Interview with Mr. J. Sloan, Director of Ste. Marie Among The
Hurons, Midland, Ontario, June 3, 1964.
i

J. W. Fergusson, Inventory of Recreation Resources: Huronia-Lake
Simcoe Tourist Region (Orillia: Department of Tourism and
Information, 1969), p. 69.
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FIGURE V-23
Reasons f o r V i s i t i n g Huronia 1966

Activity/Facility
Combinations

Americans (%)
Second
Preference

First
Preference

Canadians {%)
First
Second
Preference
Preference

Pleasant Summer Climate

36.14
7.69

14.61
23.07

35.50
-

17.65
23.54

Touring the Province

18.46

11.77

17.65
5.88

Quiet Relaxation

Scenery and Natural Beauty

4.23

9.23
26.14

Historic Sites

4.62

3.85

-

-

.77

1.54

-

-

Business Purposes

11.77

Attending a Special Event

1.54

2.31

-

11.76

Visiting a City

1.54

4.62

11.76

11.76

Fishing

6.92
-

3.85
.77

11.76
-

5.88

Camping - Tent

3.08

2.31

5.88

5.88

Camping - Trailer

4.62

-

-

-

Boating

-

1.54

-

-

Cruising

.77

.77

-

-

.77

-

-

-

Hunting

Canoeing
Other Water Sports

1.54

3.85

-

Winter Sports (not included)
.77

Honeymoon
Reasonable Costs

1.54

5.88

100.00
130

100.00

S c i e n t i f i c Interests
Hobbies (collecting minerals, e t c . )
V i s i t i n g a Foreign Country

.77

Other

.77

Totals

100.00

Based on Number of Respondents

130

5.88
17

100.00
17

1P. Klopchie, Visitors to Ontario Government Reception Centres 1965 and 1966, Report
No. 26, Part I I , Huronia-Lake Simcoe (Toronto: Ontario Department of Information,
1967), p. 62.
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recreation site considerations.

I f strong preference patterns are

established, every e f f o r t must be made to maintain the concept
through careful planning and development.
A f i n a l , though b r i e f , consideration related to the recreators behavioral pattern, Priddle suggests, is that of recurrent
64
a c t i v i t y or v i s i t a t i o n .
Repetitious personal preference for certain outdoor recreation a c t i v i t y / f a c i l i t y combinations may, for
example, centre on the fact that "one enjoys doing the things he does
65
best."
Therefore, acquired training and s k i l l s for a c t i v i t i e s like
skiing, boating, hunting or canoeing may enhance one's personal demand, and the potential for sites related to these a c t i v i t i e s .
Annual recreating experiences such as going to a particular camp,
park or event are also significant in forming one pattern of recreational behavior.
From Klopchic's study of the Simcoe area, one could conclude that preference levels are substantiated by those who have
visited the County more than ten times

fifi

(Figure V-24).

reflects a significant level of user satisfaction.

I t also

By combining the

knowledge of user satisfaction, and those a c t i v i t y / f a c i l i t y combinations most often pursued, the decision-maker can more r e a l i s t i c a l l y
ascertain the required potentials for given recreational demands,
and thereby i n i t i a t e the development of sites to meet recreator preferences more effectively.
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FIGURE V-24
Number of Visits to Huronia-Lake Simcoe 1966
T,-m«^ \nrn-~A
Times Visited

United States
(as a p e r c e n t a g e )

1

3.01

2

7.52

3

9.02

4

3.76

5

3.01

6

1.50

7

.75

8

1.50

9

.75

0 (or more)
TOTAL
Based on

(as a

Canada
percentage)

69.18

100.00%
133

P. Klopchie, loc. cit., p. 61.

100.00%
19
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Selected Patterns of New Recreational
Behavior in the Study Areas
The Simcoe County area has undergone tremendous recreational pressure as more people seek the recreational amenities the
County can abundantly provide. This unexcelled year-round recreation
playground, steeped in historic tradition surrounded by over 200
miles of shoreline, stimulates continually changing 'uniquely local
patterns'"' of recreational development.
Particularly significant is the cottage development in the
Wasaga Beach and Innisfil Township area. 68 Shoreline, usually
associated with cottage lots, is a finite resource. As those seeking to own a cottage increases, new sites in the vicinity of shoreland as well as more remote locations must be utilized.t Such development generates the need for related recreational activity/facility
combinations.

In essence, such areas that have had recreational

potential become subjected to new use capabilities that heretofore
had not been considered.

For example, the winter or year-round

vacation home market, as opposed to the summer cottage concept, is
a major force in shaping new forms of urban and regional development.^

Existing classifications, particularly those that tend to

stereotype recreational land usage, largely overlook acceptable
recreation housing in the "hinterland".70
The evolution of cottage developments along the north
shore of Tiny Township, for example, provide only access to the
water for most cottage owners. These other recreational retreats in
the form of cottages, farms or private rural cabins, have given new breadth
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to the concept of 'acceptable' recreational land.
The advent of skiing has been another major modification
to the pattern of recreational behavior.
in Ontario was almost non-existent.

Fifteen years ago, skiing

"The importance and potential of

the ski industry was officially recognized in 1946"
increasing interest shown by recreators.

because of the

Between 1963 and 1965 alone,

public and private investment in facilities and services, to appease
developing public interest and their abilities to participate, in72
creased by more than two million dollars.
Today, Ontario has over
one hundred public resorts with the Simcoe County area containing
some twenty facilities.

These various ski facilities in Simcoe

County attract a variety of skiers, depending largely upon human
factors previously outlined, such as time/distance mobility, age,
income, skill and acceptability of the facility.

New demands placed

on potential sites have generated new ski facilities that would otherwise not have existed.

New facilities are developing.

More recently, recreator's behavioral patterns have
shifted to include skidooing.

Some fifteen years ago, this vehicle

did not exist in its present form.

Four years ago, the average

household expenditure for skidoo equipment was six dollars with a
73
total national expenditure of some $11,270,664.

Simcoe County con-

tains over twenty designated skidoo sites. Some areas provide simply
a suitable trail for running the machine, while others are associated with a resort or park.

The impact of this recreational machine

has drastically changed the entire winter recreational pattern of
activity.
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New recreational demands will, in the future, require
realignment of recreational activity projections. To classify
lands by natural use capability seems to negate the ever-changing
facets of recreational behavior.
Inconsistencies of the ARDA Classification
The ARDA classification assumes a "common level of demand"

74

in all areas and uses as its rigid basis, "the quantity of recreation
which may be generated and sustained per unit area of land per year
75
under perfect market conditions."

In light of the previous com-

ments on recreational behavior and the findings of the Outdoor
Recreation Facilities Inventory, one would conclude that the existing and future recreational patterns of 'people' cannot be negated.
Once again, the extent to which the ARDA system can be used for
determining the potential of a site for recreation alternatives seems
limited.

For example, studies have shown that a diversity of

activity/facility combinations exist solely because of the recreationists activity/facility preferences, rather than adhering to the
presumed capability of the terrain (Map V-15).

Each example indi-

cates land units that have a low capability for outdoor recreation
as defined in Class

VI of the ARDA capability classes.

These

lands are said to be lacking in natural attractiveness, yet exhibit
significant recreational uses.
Continually changing recreational use patterns have generated new demands for areas that enable camping, picnicking and
water-oriented activities.

Inconsistencies between ARDA classifications
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MAP V-15
Selected User-Oriented A c t i v i t y / F a c i l i t y
Combinations in Relation to ARDA

EXAMPLE I
A - Camping Facility
B - Camping Facility

EXAMPLE II

>

A - Riding Stables
B - Camping - Amusements
C - Golf Course
Skidooing

•EXAMPLE III
A - Camping - Park
Picnic Grounds
Skidooing
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and the selection of recreational lands for Provincial Parks is
evident in the following examples (Map V-16).

Earl Rowe Provincial

Park (743 acres), west of Alliston, Ontario, is listed as having an
upland (u) capability of only five. This "moderately low capability
for outdoor recreation" will continue to become an intensively used
year-round recreational resource. The land use patterns depicted by
the three codes A, 0 and Z suggest angling, upland wildlife and manmade features, respectively.

These indicate some correlation with

the present activity/facility developments (Map V-16).

Methodist

Point Provincial Park (3,500 acres) near Midland, Ontario, is to be
developed over the next few years. Once again, lower capability
lands are being purchased for park development.
The contention is that site selection for these Provincial
Parks could have been made in more suitable locations that exhibited
land use patterns better than or equal to those sites selected.

The

ARDA capability classification does not appear to have been a significant aspect of the decision-makinq process that resulted in the
establishment of those 2nd other Provincial Parks in the County.
Such parks are in direct response to the changing patterns of recreational behavior, as well as political-economic factors that will be
discussed in a subsequent section.
The unquestionable impact of the recreating population,
their demands, abilities and physical, psychological and cultural
make-up, must be an integral part of the decision-making process that
is attempting to establish the potential of land for recreational use.
Natural use capability, although appropriate in suggesting some
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MAP V-16
Designated Provincial Parks in Relation to ARDA

Earl Rowe
Provincial Park
Methodist Point
Provincial Park

LEGEND
U-irtk
ii i y u

F4 v»c +•

•3

Mod

Digits

4
5

Moderate
Moderately Low

Second
Digit

S
U

Shoreland Unit
Upland Unit

Subsequent
Digits A
B KN0 P QWYZ -

in
fw
i
pa
uk
u lI1I iH,jf

Angling
Beach
Camping Organized
Lodging
Upland Wildlife
Cultural Landscape Pattern
Topographic Pattern
Wetland Wildlife
Family Boating
Man-Made Feature
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activity/facility alternatives, cannot be the only indicator of the
public's recreational aspirations. Perhaps the results of determining the impact of human subjectivity and its place in objective
model design will provide criteria that will assist the planning
effort.

With the realization that demand for outdoor recreation in

the next thirty years will increase three times at the local level,
eleven times for all day recreation areas and thirty times for overnite recreational areas,

(Figure V-25) the importance of incorpor-

ating present and future population factors such as socio-economic
and behavioral components in the development of potential recreation
sites is essential.

Activity/Facility Factor
Throughout this thesis the term activity/facility combination has been used in reference to an existing or potential outdoor,
non-urban recreation site that will permit any form of outdoor
recreational experience. The National Advisory Council on Recreation
Planning in California analyzed various aspects of the recreation
78
experience.
Their studies established relationships between the
recreation resource types (facilities) that are required to provide
79
these experiences.
Their findings suggested the interrelationships of six basic recreation values sought by user groups at various
resources.

They are: physical, emotional, aesthetic, educational,
80
social and intellectual.
This study endorses the concept that
activity entails one or more of the above values and thus, a given
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Figure V-25
INCREASE IN DEMAND FOR
OUTDOOR RECREATION
IN THE NEXT

30 TIMES

30 YEARS

11 TIMES

3 TIMES
d W W M U U W i

Local
Recreation

All-Day
Recreation

• W M M M M M M M U W H

Overnite
Recreation
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recreation facility should be capable of providing one or more of
these values. To experience those recreation values requires some
combination of both a facility and an activity.
The increasing opportunity and pressure for recreational
experiences and resources has greatly modified the recreational
pattern, as many previous studies have shown. Essentially, the
potential of a site for various activity/facility combinations becomes a function of the magnitude of the recreator's wish to
experience some form of recreation or the developer's desire to
provide the experience and values of recreation.
Activity Considerations
Outdoor recreation is considered to be a necessary ingredient in modern life.

It has as many forms and is as complex as human

play and aesthetic satisfaction are capable of being. Many scholars
have written about the complexity of recreational activity. Their
findings substantiate the importance of understanding past and present recreational activity for use in future planning. To investigate these concepts, the following section deals with recreation
activity and attempts to determine the activity patterns and their
trends, as well as the pertinent characteristics of the recreating
population. A section follows dealing with recreation facilities.
In particular, the categorization of recreation facilities and their
utility in decision-making will be discussed, along with the use of
space standards for selected rural outdoor recreation activity/
facility combinations.
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The Amount and Kinds of Recreational Activity
Of primary concern in understanding the potential of a
site for recreation is knowledge of the activities people will pursue
and the activities they would like to experience if they had the
opportunity.

This concept suggests the necessity of knowing the

kinds of demand for recreational activity.

Essentially, there is

real demand and latent demand, as well as demand based on the desire
81
to preserve desired aspects of the environment.
McClellan and Medrich have also outlined the various
82
techniques used to assess activity patterns.
The ORRRC studies
provide the most comprehensive analysis of existing activity patterns
83
and trends
(Figure V-26). Their questionnaires have established
the activity preferences of selected user groups (Figure V-27).

The

results of the survey are particularly significant because they
indicate preference for many non-resource activity/facility combinations that are not dependent upon particular physical resources.
For example, over one-half of the user groups reported participation
in "relaxing" and "picnicking".

Activities such as swimming and

sight-seeing and scenic vistas follow.

By implication, the planner

may substantiate the need to generate areas that have the potential
to satisfy these group activity preferences.
ORRRC studies have also investigated individual activity
84
preference patterns.
It is readily apparent that increasing
demands will be made on primary resource areas, as well as on nonresource-oriented activities.

Because tremendous increases in

water-based activity are particularly evident, the recreational

no
FIGURE V-26
Forecast Trends In Selected Outdoor Recreation Activities
For The United States 1960-2000
Number of separate days (millions) by persons 12 years and over in
selected activities

Percentage
change 1960-2000

Occasion

1960

1976

2000

All a c t i v i t i e s

4,377

6,926

12,449

184

872
672
566

1,341
1,182
856

2,215
2,307
1,569

154

474

825

1,666

287
279
260

456
418
350

825
700
521

251
187
150
100

228

297

452

98

172

252

416

142

159

285
153
123

557
263
174

250
169
81
293
162
384
269

Driving for pleasure
Swimming
Walking for pleasure
Playing outdoor games or
sports
Sightseeing
Picnicking
Fishing
Bi cycli ng
Attending outdoor sports
events
Boating other than sailing
or canoeing
Nature walks
Hunting
Camping
Horseback riding
Water skiing
Hiking
Attending outdoor concerts,
drama, etc.

98
95

C6° - 03I>
55
39
34

82
84
63

27

46

/'-2f5/
"l43
189
125
92

243
177

232

Ill
FIGURE V-27
Major Activities Engaged in by User Groups

Activity

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Relaxing
Picnicking
Swimming
Sight-seeing with stops
Walking to scenic points
Photography
Sunbathing
Campi ng
Sight-seeing from a car
Trail hiking
Wading
Visiting museums
Bank fishing
Looking at or collecting plants,
animals, minerals
Listening to ranger talks
Boat fishing
Motor boating
Snow-skiing
Horseback riding
Rowboating
Fishing (wading)
Games and team Sports
Water-skiing
Taking guided tours

SOURCE: ORRRC, Report No. 19

Percent of Groups
Participating in Activity
53.1
51.1
43.2
41.3
39.9
39.3
31.4
29.3
26.2
23.9
22.3
14.2
14.0
13.6
10.4
9.4
9.3
7.0
6.3
6.0
5.9
5.5
5.4
5.0
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potential of existing water bodies and the expansion of man-made
water facilities must be given serious consideration.
Characteristics of the Recreating Populations
Surveys, questionnaires and inventories are known to have
many limitations.

For example, they cannot measure forms of recrea-

tional activity that have yet to be devised.

Skin diving, skidooing

or ski diving and gliding, did not exist until recently, or were
relatively dormant forms of recreational activity.

However, there

has been a steady increase in these forms of recreational activity.

85

In general, increased recreational activities in such areas is a
function of an increased population and the characteristics of that
population, such as their location and socio-economic make-up.
A slightly different perspective on the amount and kinds
of recreational activity that people seek has been mentioned previously in the paper.

fifi

It suggests that one of the more significant

aspects necessary in comprehending recreational activity patterns is
the degree of personal skill.

For example, activities such as

skiing, golfing or hill climbing require strength, skill and knowledge on the part of the recreationist.

Therefore, participation in

these activities will depend upon the increasing capabilities
developed by the users. Activities such as walking or viewing
place few demands on recreator skill.

The ORRRC studies indicate

participation in skill activities is higher with larger urban and
89
more affluent populations.
It is often associated with the status
involved in one's skill in mastering the activity and/or belonging
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to the sponsoring organization or club. Recognition of these
factors can substantiate the need to recognize the potential of
sites capable of offering recreation experiences that provide satisfaction through acquired skill and related status.
Perl off and Wingo also comment on a number of additional
factors related to recreational activity.

The ratio of recreators

to activities is particularly worthwhile in the evaluation of a
potential site. The potential for some single participation forms
of recreational activity are often negated because of lower use
figures.

Fishing and nature study are examples. Group activities

such as baseball or football require team involvement and thus provide the potential for participation or viewing. Expenditure in one
89
form oranother alters the potential for recreational activity.
The geographical position of the potential site in relation to the
recreating population will alter the activity pattern. Of increasing relevance is the fact that seasonal variations provide a more
diversified base for recreational activity.

Thus, demand for related

activity will fluctuate depending upon the region and time of year.
An additional consideration is the propensity of the
recreating public to consume various activities in terms of money
90
and/or time.

The implication is that promotion may draw the recre-

ator to participate in activities he might otherwise forego. The
potential of such recreating sites is primarily a function of
entrepreneurial ability.

Recreational experiences associated with

amusement parks, zoos, race tracks and other facilities competing
for recreational activity must provide interest and satisfaction to
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sustain their potential.
The above considerations serve only as examples of the
highly complex activity variables that must be investigated when
developing a potential site model.

The ORRRC studies are of partic91
ular significance in assisting with future activity patterns.
Furthermore, they substantiate the need to examine the highly complex
aspects of recreational behavior patterns. Activity patterns of
today, because they reflect only a portion of tomorrow's needs, cannot be superimposed blindly to convey an expected recreational
pattern.

They serve only as a guide for the future and support the

notion that new and more complex activity patterns generate the need
for greater flexibility in understanding the potential of a site to
provide recreational alternatives.
Facility Characteristics
An outdoor recreation facility is basically a site for
92
recreational opportunity.

Because the recreational facility pro-

vides the opportunity for a recreational experience, the amounts and
kinds of recreational activity developed directly affect the demand
for various recreational facilities.

It becomes the responsibility

of the decision-maker to analyze activity patterns and, based on
this investigation, to recognize the need for the required facilities
and the potential of a given site.
Various techniques have been devised to categorize and
structure the facilities component in outdoor recreation.

Perl off

and Wingo suggest a category to be facilities that may be highly
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93
specialized, thus allowing only one or a few activites.

Such

facilities may require a particular resource base and/or substantial
monetary inputs to create the resource. The recreation potential is
therefore dependent upon the availability of the particular resource
or the means to create it. A second grouping is comprised of unspecialized facilities at which numerous activities may be conducted.
The third category is a multi-purpose facility.

For example, the

Algonquin Park proposed master plan considers ways to accommodate
forms of recreation as well as forestry requirements and nature
study. 94
One of the most useful techniques in recreation plannings
is the facilities inventory.

It not only compiles the data on the

existing facilities but also reflects an apparent level of demand
by recreators for those facilities. Such an approach, conducted
jointly by the Federal and Provincial Governments, when coupled with
attendance figures and activity patterns, can provide worthwhile,
although not a complete indicator of recreation demand.

It can be

assumed that there is some level of demand for existing facilities
used.
A more specific use of a facilities inventory was compiled
for Simcoe County using the accumulated facilities data from the
Outdoor Recreation Facilities Inventory previously discussed.

The

author compiled the inventory to include the basic categories of
facilities, their seasonal variations and resource orientation
(Figure V-28).

During the summer months, facilities such as tourist

parks, marinas, docks, private and public camps, most camping areas

FIGURE V-28
Numbers of Outdoor Rural Recreation Facilities by Township
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Historical

Variable

Flat

Slope

Mainly Winter F a c i l i t i e s
Adjala
W. Gwillimbury
Tosorontio
Essa
Innisfil
Vespra
Oro
Orillia
Matchedash
Medonte
Tay
Tiny
Flos
Sunnidale
Nottawasaga
Tecumseth

4
3
1
2
6+
2
1
4
1

(1)
(1)
6
2+ (3)
(3)
:i
(1) (3)
1 (2)
1 (1)
(1)

1
1
1
1

1
1
1

2
3
2
1

1
3
1

1
1

2
1
1

1
1
(1)
(1) (1)
1
1
1
1

1

1

1
3

1
1

1

Water-oriented

Mainly Summer F a c i l i t i e s

1
1

Water Aided

No Water

1
3

1

1
1 1

1

1

1

1

3
3
3
12
2
23 1 I
12
12 1 1
6
5
6
6
5
3
8
2

2
1
1
1

1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1
1
3
2
3

2
6
1
2
1
1
3
1
1
1

1
4
2

8
(1) 1
1
4 4 1
3 (1) 3 3 1
1
3 2
1
1
3 (1) 4 3 1
2 (1) 3 2 1
1
7
4
3

Winter facilities overlap with summer facilities. They are recorded only if specifically mentioned in
this study.
2
Now within Cookstown
Considerable variation in natural outdoor rural ice surface facilities.
4

( ) Brackets indicate a facility not directly inventoried.

1
1
6
3 3
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and air terminals were found near significant rivers and/or open
bodies of water in some form.

Thus, golf areas, riding stables,

natural reserves and hiking trails may be called water-aided facilities.

The potential sites for a third main category require no

water at all. The horse racing tracks, stock car and drag areas,
general play fields, lawn bowling, rod and gun clubs and sport
amusements (archery, mini-golf, driving ranges) are of this type.
The second major division is, for the most part, composed
of winter facilities.
considerations.

These facilities have basically three site

Considerable slope (depending upon personal prefer-

ence) is needed for ski facilities, tobogganing

and sleighing.

Variable slope is associated with skidooing areas, winter riding or
hiking.

Flat sites are required for skating rinks,

airstrips, ice

fishing and a variety of additional ice surface activities.
The final category of facilities centers on historic sites.
These facilities exist as developed or underdeveloped throughout the
year.

The implications of such facility inventories are particularly

relevant when hypothesized recreation standards are studied in conjunction with existing facilities, population statistics and available or developed resources.

For example, there is apparent potential

for historical development in Essa, Innisfil and other townships.
Airstrips,

rod and gun clubs, nature reserves, horseback

riding

facilities, etcetera, could be developed in Innisfil Township, not
to mention similar recreational possibilities in other townships
that have the populations and resources to justify such facilities.
Another method to comprehend more effectively the potential
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of a site for required outdoor recreation facilities is through the
96
use of space standards.
Specific space standards have become an
increasingly useful tool in analyzing the demand and potential for
97
outdoor recreations facilities.
Different forms of recreational
activity require a wide variety of recreational facilities depending
upon their degree of specialization and particular spatial needs.
Standards for outdoor recreations are ususally based on a specified
unit area of land per base population (Appendix H ) . Often they
incorporate a distance variable as well as some provision for maintaining a desired aspect of the area's aesthetic or topographic
value.
Recreation space standards, apart from those related to
activities such as football fields or tennis courts, are not absolute:
"A degree of flexibility should be used; other factors such as age,
98
income, education, occupation and mobility should be considered."
The utility of space standards may be derived from knowing conceptualized requirements for various activity/facility combinations and
then applying the standard to a newly proposed site (Figure V-29).
An attempt has been made to show useful techniques of
dealing with the facilities component of a potential site model for
outdoor recreation. The diversity and complexity of site factors
suggest the basic difficulty in fully analyzing and comprehending
the activity/facility component of a recreation study.

However,

careful consideration of the more pertinent aspects has significant
implications for comprehending the recreation potential of given
areas.
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FIGURE V-29
Sample Space Standards for Selected
Activi ty/Faci1i ty Combinations

Activity/Facility
Combinations

Space Standard

Athletic Activities
(baseball, football,
tennis, soccer)

1 to 2 acres per 1,000
people; 15 to 25 acres
near major intersection

Tobogganing Hill

100 feet or more in
evaluation
10 to 60% slope

Golf Course

for urban (less than 30,000)
and rural areas one hole per
100 county population

Water-Skiing

one ski boat per 40 acres
of open water

Family, tent or
traveler camping

4 units per acre

SOURCE:

Outdoor Recreation Space Standards (Washington Department
of Interior, Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, 1967).

Implications for the Potential Site Model
This

subsection has placed considerable reliance on the

ORRRC studies and the activity/facility considerations expounded by
Perl off and Wingo. Although there are shortcomings in all approaches,
they do provide a basic conceptual framework.

Furthermore, when

applied, they substantiate the potential for various forms of outdoor
recreation.

More specifically, one can apply the fact that the

ORRRC studies revealed a continuing trend in participation at
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camping and picnicking f a c i l i t i e s .

99

The potential for camping and

picnicking sites is exemplified by Simcoe County's five Provincial
Parks and eight Conservation Areas with additional acreage being
acquired to enable more diverse recreational a c t i v i t i e s (Figure V-30)
FIGURE V-30
Activity/Facility Combinations at
Designated Parks in Simcoe County

Acres

Picnic

Campi ng

Department of Lands and Forests
Earl Rowe
Springwater
Devil's Glen
Bass Lake
Wasaga Beach

743

X

116 .

X

14
87
275

X

X

X

X

X

X

Conservation Areas
Curruthers Memorial
Lucnvaic

New Lowell Park
Osprey Wildlife
Scanlon Creek
Tiffen Conservation
Tottenham
Utopia Reserve

45
1 A

it

X

140

X

X

201

400
42
125
104

X
X
X

X

Using only the activity/facility combinations associated
with these Provincial Parks and Conservation Areas, what are the
relevant considerations that suggest the real potential for additional
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acti vi ty/faci1i ty combi nations?
Suppose the desire for the activities (Line A, Figure V-31)
of camping and picnicking has been increasing at a rate slightly less
than the increased development of needed facilities (Line B, Figure
V-31).

If the indicated demand for such activity/facility combina-

tions increases more rapidly than the supply, the optimal balance
*

will be surpassed and a "state of potential"
(Figure V-31).

becomes apparent

In essence, the activity/facility combinations in

this example, the picnic or camping area, could therefore be justified
and developed on any site as long as they can satisfy expected recreator and entrepreneurial criteria.

In Simcoe County and in the context

of the case study, this "state of potential" is apparent and the
development of Methodist Point Provincial Park (near MidlandPenetanguishene) and others to follow will result.

FIGURE V-31

B

A - Indicated Demand
B - Supply of Activity/
Facility Combinations
C - State of Potential
D - Optimal

o.
CL
3
CO

Demand

*

State of Potential is defined as a situation in which an activity/
facility combination can develop or become actual.
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This new activity/facility combination, as well as the
developing conservation areas, is increasing the supply of picnic
and camping areas based on known demand.

This premise is also

applicable to the other activity/facility combinations within the
study area.
In point of fact, the site for the activity/facility combination such as a park or conservation area may not be the optimal
site nor is it likely to exhibit high natural use capability.
Rather, it will exhibit the end results of demand and supply considerations relative to the availability of land and capital. In
essence, the potential of any activity/facility combination is
dependent upon the analysis of all factors presented throughout
Chapter V.
Two final considerations are applicable to this thesis.
To what extent do the activity/facility combinations like Provincial
Parks and Conservation Areas activity/facility, as well as the other
recreation sites within the County, adhere to the ARDA use capability
classification and secondly, can the ARDA system suggest relevant
considerations for understanding the potential of recreation sites?
Initially, the spatial distribution of activity/facility
combinations does not relate to the first three classes of ARDA
(Map V-17).

The number of activity/facility combinations per town-

ship, not within the stipulated ARDA classes, is given as a fraction
of the total number of activity/facility combinations that exist
(Map V-17).

Assuming that the existing activity/facility combina-

tions exhibit a potential to supply some form of recreational need,

Map V-17
ACTIVITY/FACILITY COMBINATIONS
NOT WITHIN ARDA CLASS I II III

X
Y

A/F COMBINATIONS NOT WITHIN ARDA CLASS I II III
TOTAL A/F COMBINATIONS WITHIN EACH TOWNSHIP
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this lack of correlation with ARDA suggests that the notion of
natural use capability is only a partial factor in comprehending
the potential for present or future recreation sites.
The ARDA classification has attempted basically to associate various outdoor recreation activity/facility combinations with
"an environment where the significant factors contributing to the
opportunity for activity are natural as opposed to man-made."
The exceptions are found where there is "land firmly committed to
101
intensive urban or industrial use"
and "where there is a permanent
102
major artificial modification of the resource base."
At the outset, ARDA has accomplished a noteworthy task,
particularly for a nation-wide study.

However, as mentioned pre-

viously, some 75% of the activity/facility combinations in Simcoe
County are user-oriented and therefore are significant because man
has had some part to play in their existence.

How can man the recrea-

tor or man the recreation developer be discounted?

"Activities

recognized in the ARDA inventory are those which are established as
103
'popular' and include those listed below"
(Figure V-32).
By selecting one of the following activities, "horseback
riding", in Simcoe County and studying the distribution of that
activity in relation to ARDA, one can find a deficiency at the more
local level of ARDA application.

The letter "Q" (Topographic Pat-

terns) is the only letter indicated in Map V-18 that specifically
suggests the natural capability of the area for riding.

Only one of

the eight selected Simcoe County riding stables reflects that
existing recreational pattern.

The following examples, as well as
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golf courses, local parks and amusement areas, a l l significant
recreational amenities, cannot be incorporated within the constraints of the ARDA system.
FIGURE V-32
ARDA's "Popular" A c t i v i t i e s
family bathing
snow-skiing
swimming
viewing
summer cottaging
boating, s a i l i n g , water-skiing
fishing
organized or group camping
hunting
canoeing

NOTE:

primitive camping
gathering and collecting
ice skating, sledding
tobogganing
recording
hiking
horseback riding
driving for pleasure
picnicking
nature walks and studies
walking

"Those which are normally more demanding of the resource
base...appear in the first column."

The patterns of outdoor recreation activity and the recognition and development of related facilities is a function of many
diverse, social, economic and political factors.

To know the

existing activity trends and the existing facility pattern is an
essential component for establishing the real recreation potential
of land.

Once a "state of potential" is realized, the creation of

new sites will be dependent not upon proposed use capability but
rather through the systematic analysis of each major factor outlined
in the proposed model.

The decision-maker must recognize the need;

the potential of a site for the recreational activity/facility

Map V-18
SELECTED DISTRIBUTION OF RIDING STABLES

B- Beach, Family Bathing,
Boating, Viewing etc.

P-Cultural Landscape Patterns

K - O r g a n i z e d Camping, Angling
Gathering, Collecting

N - Lodging, Walking, Viewing,
Swimming, Boating

O-Upland Wildlife

L- Landforms

Q-Dispersed Activities, Hunting,Walking, Nature Study, Riding
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combination will exist within a scale of alternatives. The creation
of a facility for a proposed or known activity will reflect what
essentially is a level of satisfaction between the recreator and
the developer.

Economic/Political Factors
Economic Implications
The integration of the economic factor into the proposed
model is mainly coricerned with the aspects affecting demand by the
recreators and the supply of facilities by the developers. The
first part of this subsection supports the notions that the potential
of outdoor recreation sites exists because:

(a) the recreator de-

sires and can demand certain recreational alternatives, and (b) the
entrepreneur has the ability to create a supply of recreational
activity/facility combinations. The terms 'recreator' and 'entrepreneur' are used in the broadest sense and may refer to individuals,
groups, a politician, or a level of government.
The Outdoor Recreation Facilities Inventory has shown that
many existing outdoor recreation sites are the result of man's
manipulation of land, labour and capital, rather than adhering to
104
a proposed use capability classification as suggested by ARDA.
The concepts, though not definitive, present essentially a method
for analyzing the economic considerations as they relate to the
understanding of a potential site for outdoor recreation.
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The Role of Recreator Demand
Clawson and Knetsch have suggested that if the physical
opportunity for outdoor recreation exists and if people are given
a free choice, a large majority of them will spend some of their
105
money and some of their time on outdoor recreation.
ture strongly supports this theory.

The litera-

It is also a well-recognized

fact that demand for recreation is extremely varied and presents a
formidable problem to those who seek to know why, how, when and
where people recreate.

Essentially, recreational demand falls into

four major categories.

The first reflects the previously mentioned

personal considerations of the recreators such as leisure, age,
income, the family unit, skill levels, changes in personal preference and so on.

Secondly, demand is influenced by the recreation

facility, its aesthetic appeal, the entrepreneurial ability of the
owner-operator and the geographic suitability of the area.

Thirdly,

there are considerations such as time distances and costs that must
be justified between the recreator and that activity or facility
desired.

A fourth and increasingly significant consideration in

demand analysis is that of promotion and subsequent recreator stimulation.

The objective of the recreation planner is to measure these

four factors in an attempt to effectively measure demand.
Recreation planners have long attempted to establish ways
for measuring both tangible and intangible aspects of demand.
Consideration of some of these approaches, although not entirely
within the scope of this paper, has suggested implications applicable
to an understanding of the potential for a given recreational area.
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For example, attendance records have been used, despite their in107
effectiveness in coping with "latent demand",
as well as the
108
problems associated with socio-economic bias.
Inventories such
as the Outdoor Recreation Facilities Inventory, though extensively
used, cannot effectively substantiate the level of demand for a
particular facility, but rather merely suggest that there could be
a demand. A third major approach has been the attempt to examine
various aspects of expenditure that may indicate some measure of
demand.

Here, economic values are measured basically by what the

recreator is willing to give up. Therefore, a relevant economic
measure of recreation value is the willingness of the consumer to
109
pay for outdoor recreation goods and services.

The costs recre-

ators would pay entail not only expenses incurred at the recreation
site, but also preparatory expenses for the recreating experience,
travel to the site, expenses of the experience itself and cost of
return.

Once the recreator returns home, delayed expenses such

as operational expenses accumulated on credit and stationary expenses
of one's home become part of the overall expenditure.
These prices, which various recreators are paying to
experience the various outputs from Simcoe's recreation activity/
facility combinations may logically be equated with total user
benefit.

Such user benefits may be obtained from basically three

categories of cost for the use of activity/facility combinations.
The first reflects high cost user patterns. These users sacrifice
larger sums of money to travel extensive distances to experience
particular activity/facility combinations or invest large sums of
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money for boats, skidoos, ski is and the associated equipment needed
for such recreational experiences.

Secondly, a middle cost range

encompasses users who, for one reason or another, are willing to
travel shorter distances and restrict their expenditures to lower
cost experiences.

Weekend outings to regional camping areas are a

growing example.

Thirdly, low cost recreational experiences require

little or no capital outlay for the user.

Such recreational activity

generally does not require extensive travel. Walking for pleasure,
nature hikes, viewing and other similar activities, require minimal
user costs, yet may provide high user benefits. Any one of these
categories may, in fact, be associated with one or the other category.
For example, more distant campers vacationing at provincial parks
for a week or more may seek lower cost recreational experiences nearby.

Thus, the potential for recreation alternatives is closely

related to user benefit/cost considerations.
Another aspect of recreational demand is the effect of
location.

The recreator's attitude toward various recreational

alternatives such as distance, costs or accessibility, can modify
the demand and subsequently the potential for a particular site.
Personal assessment of related benefits and costs may be established
and can result in the recreator seeking sites that reflect some
level of mediocrity.

In such instances, the recreation potential

for some activity/facility combinations exists not because they
optimize but rather satisfy recreator demand.
It is apparent that the recreator's willingness to pay for
recreational experiences is in varying degrees associated with their
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costs.

Such costs may be established in dollars, time and/or

travel. Therefore, the existing recreational sites in Simcoe
County that are sustaining user satisfaction despite associated
costs are, to a large extent, substantiated.

Whether or not their

location correlates with the area's recreational use capability is
secondary to the willingness on the part of the user to pay for the
recreational experience at the available facilities.
The Role of Entrepreneurial Supply
The supply aspect of outdoor recreation is as challenging
to the recreation planner as is recreator demand, because supply is
in part determined by demand and vice versa. The number and locations of various resources, their location with respect to recreators
and participatory costs are known interrelated considerations of
supply and demand.

These components are, therefore, unquestionably

significant factors in understanding what area or facility has
potential for the recreator.

In terms of supply, the entrepreneur,

whether an individual, group, or government agency is concerned,
generally speaking, about:

(a) when and how much of a return can be

recognized from a given investment; (b) how much the recreating
public are willing or can be persuaded to give up in terms of user
"costs".
The individual or group developer in particular expects a
return on his investment to satisfy his own profit demands. Thus,
having assessed the recreator's real or latent demand for a particular
activity/facility combination, he must establish his expected benefits
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and required costs. Assessed value per acre of land for his proposed site may be particularly significant when evaluating the costs
of alternative sites (Figure V-33).

Perhaps the initial monetary

outlay for the site can be substantiated by:

(a) being located

nearer the recreation population; (b) requiring a particular resource
base such as waterfront; or (c) locating along a major access route.
Such a concept is akin to Von Thunen's target-shaped graph that suggests how economic rent, a surplus of receipts over costs, may be
attributed solely to the superiority of sites that are closer to the
recreating population or accessibility.

Thus, the private developer

can justify higher land costs in close proximity to accessibility or
population centres for activity/facility combinations such as minigolf, amusement parks, car tracks, and so on, because of the expected
returns.
Government entrepreneurs, on the other hand, although seeking optimal capital

return may substantiate their investment over a

longer period of time and by accepting more indirect positive results.
For example, provincial parks within the study area cannot cope with
public weekend demand.

Such excessive demand could be curtailed

either by increasing recreator costs or by increasing the supply of
such facilities.

The Department of Lands and Forests is obliged to

curtail user costs. Therefore, the potential for additional parks
to meet this increasing demand can be substantiated.

The decision-

makers must now seek potential sites, based on this recognized demand,
and assess the related alternatives that will maximize the investment.
Their decision should reflect considerations other than use
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Figure V-33
PER ACRE ASSESSMENT
OF
SELECTED OUTDOOR RECREATION FACILITIES
IN
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capability and the physical capabilities of an area to sustain
recreation activity.

In particular, economic and intergovernmental

policies will ultimately influence the decision-making process.
Economic impact studies have been implemented to justify public
expenditure in providing revenue "for low income areas in
112
Ontario".
Such studies have also been done to substantiate the
development of potential recreating sites such as the one in the
113
Bloodvien River area of Manitoba.
These studies have substantiated the notion that economic impact has become a matter of more
114
than passing interest.
Clawson and Knetsch further point out
that decision-making bodies must be concerned with the primary benefits of a park (or site), how many people will use it, where they
115
come from, how much will they spend and the like.
These concepts have been established through studies in a
detailed report on the economic impact of Outlet Beach Provincial
116
Park, located in Prince Edward County near Kingston, Ontario.
The techniques of that study have direct implications for any proposed outdoor recreation development, particularly large multi-use
parks.
Of particular concern in the Outlet Beach study is the
$7.24 per person per day expenditure by campers who stayed an average
of 4.7 nights. Day visitor expenditures in comparison amounted to
only $.93 per person.

Campers spend 71.2% of their total expendi-

tures on required food, gasoline and additional personal items
(Figure V-34).

Of these expenditures, 82.6% are made at the park or

within the immediate environs (Figure V-34).

The day visitor, on

FIGURE V-34
Economic Impact from
,
Outlet Beach Provincial Park

Day
Visitor
Expendi tures

Camper
Expendi tures
(Arrival)

Camper
Expendi tures
(During
Stag)

Camper
and Day
Visitor
Expenditures
(Departure)

(expressed as percentages)
Expenditures
by Region
(at the park)
(near the
15-20 miles)
(surrounding
regions)
(remainder of
the province)
Expenditures
by Item
Travel - Gas
Food - Stores
Food
Amusement
Other

A

11.1)

3.6

42.3)

J--27 .2
B

16.1)

25.1

J--82.6
6.8

40.3)

26.1

C 65.3

29.6

11.6

27.7

D

60.0

5.8

21.1

7.5

HJ

- V " 8 5 . .9
42.7)
10.0

.1
4.0

LK>

''

64.7

5.7
.1
2.8

^••V-71.2
51.9)

9.7
7.4
11.4

46.6
19.1
21.1

4.2
9.0

1W. Stauch, "The Economic Impact of Outlet Beach Provincial Park,"
unpublished B.A. Thesis, Department of Geography, Waterloo Lutheran
University, 1968.
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the other hand, spends 85.9% for the same items mentioned above,
but only 27.2% is spent in the immediate area. Consequently,
facilities or activities capable of sustaining recreator visitation
for more than one day have a far greater economic potential.
The potential for some outdoor recreational facility combinations results from the philosophy "that tourism will increase
the flow of revenue into a regional or local economy and thereby increase employment and per capita income".

The following quoted

considerations are presented as a guide for the decision-maker when
economic impact is a required objective in evaluation of a potential
118
recreation site.
(1) What will be the effect on employment and
specifically, can the tourist industry provide employment for previously unemployed
resources?
It was found that the skills needed most in the tourist industry are
119
often those which were most likely to be underemployed.
According
to a Missouri study, 62% of the tourist-oriented jobs (of the retail
ion

and personal services type) were unskilled.'1'""
(2) What will be the effect of this development
on incomes in the region; which groups will
be the principal beneficiaries?
Money paid for goods and services by tourists can augment local incomes.

Local restaurants, gasoline outlets and recreation facility

personnel, and other related groups, all reflect some portion of
tourist expenditure in their incomes. Therefore, recreational
development should be generated in various parts of a region.
The spatial distribution of such growth point incentives
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will result in a greater potential for recreation sites and economic
gains throughout the region. Moore, in studying local economic
growth accruing from reservoir recreation, points out various
121
factors:
(a) Land Speculation:
(b) Construction:
(c) Recreation:

increase land prices.

greater flow of capital and
greater employment.
secondary recreational development
such as lodges, playgrounds, roads,
restaurants, and concessions result.

(d) Nearby Communities:

(e) Homesite Development:

expand and respond to increasing tourist needs for
goods and services.
development around the lake
or recreational site creates
a continuing source of income
for the construction industry,
local merchants and governments.

Direct expenditure for recreational sites or by recreators
has significant secondary or multiplier effects. The full multiplier
effect is obtained only when the sum is spent continuously within
the community and can therefore generate a greater recreational
potential.
(3) How does the rate of return on investment
in the tourist industry compare with that
of other industries?
The decision-maker must decide how much money is necessary, whether
it should be public, private or a combination, whether the recreation
tourism industry is the "best" investment for the regional economy
and whether or not the recreation potential is realistic.
A study to compare the recreational tourist industry with
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other forms of economic development was conducted in Del Norte
122
County, California.
This study, referring particularly to park
developments, indicates that in the short run, up to 1973 (five-year
span), more employment and income could be generated with other than
park development.

However, if a park were established, both income

and employment would be greater in the long run (fifteen-year span).
This conclusion suggests the need for long-term proposals, particularly in an area such as Simcoe County, which is well endowed with
natural resources. On the other hand, decision-makers must be aware
of the fact that an area, thought to have the potential of outdoor
rural recreating sites, may benefit more from investments in other
projects, rather than tourism/recreation, to satisfy pressing
economic problems.
(4) What additional problems for development may
be caused by the growth of tourism and
recreation?
The major economic impact of a potential or established recreation
site will be local and regional; the benefits of a national (or provincial) park development will also accrue to the provincial (or
more local) governments, through the expenditures of funds and
124
increased tourist trade.

However, if an area experiences exten-

sive seasonal unemployment or the national economy experiences a
recession, then the chain of government expenditures must be directed
to counteract the very problems it may have already spent billions
trying to rectify.

Some of the aforementioned techniques suggest

that an area with minimal use capability may in fact be both an
economically and recreationally sound investment.

For example,
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decision-making approaches for recreation may depend increasingly
upon availability of land for a desired recreation site. Hypothetically, the entrepreneur will have a set amount of money and perhaps
two alternate sites. To maximize the acquisition of land, he may
choose the site that is lower in per acre cost, yet provides at
least the minimum of desired site characteristics.

In such a case,

the site with seemingly lower use capability becomes one of higher
use capability.
Many potential sites do not require particular land resources nor extensive capital outlay by the entrepreneur.

General

park areas, historic sites, greenbelt zones, skidooing areas and
natural park areas may be expropriated or legislated into existence.
For example, the purpose of The Ontario Heritage Foundation Act of
1967 was to include the acquisition, preservation and restoration of
property of historical and architectural interest as well as to
125
"accept donations of properties
"
In such cases, the problem
is not necessarily capital outlay but rather the apparent lack of
capital return.

In essence, the goal of the public entrepreneur

should be land control through tax concession, easement, or other
techniques, rather than land purchase.
Unfortunately, the lack of monetary return to the developer
from what might be termed natural area recreation sites, like swamp
I Of.

lands or escarpment zones, must not negate its validity.

The

potential benefits that individuals derive from various forms of
scenery, landscape and/or structured recreation facilities are "more
difficult to define, less easily measured in quantitative terms and
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probably are subject to more differences of opinion among users."
The recreation potential of a given site, then, is primarily a function of the recognized recreational potential by a
developer representing either the public or private sector.

Conse-

quently, the developer's entrepreneurial ability may overcome many
deficiencies of potential site by supplying sufficient monetary
input and promotion.

It is also apparent that, although the recrea-

tion potential of a given site may require positive monetary gain,
particularly for the private developer, many sites have the potential
for recreational participation despite the lack of direct economic
return.
Political Implications
Political organizations at all levels play a significant
part in recognizing and developing the potential for alternate outdoor recreational activity/facility combinations.
Federal-Provincial
Federal government departments, apart from their control
over the Federal Parks system and local government docks, indirectly
assist in outdoor recreation study and development.

Federal/Provin-

cial recreation studies, promotion and grants continue to help create
greater understanding and interest in Canada's recreation resources.
The development of Federal Parks within the Province of
Ontario is curtailed by present provincial legislation.

The acquisi-

tion and development of provincial lands for park purposes falls
under provincial jurisdiction, placing the major responsibility of
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recreation development upon the Provincial government.

In response

to the increasing complexity of outdoor recreation and the need for
co-ordinated action, major provincial departments have formed the
"Province of Ontario Tourism and Outdoor Recreation Planning
128
Committee
(TORPS Committee). These political bodies and their
various branches are charged with the responsibility of providing
"outdoor recreation opportunities in an efficient, comprehensive
129
and integrated manner."
The results of this challenge are numerous and greatly
alter the recreation potential of any given area because of the desired objectives and efforts of related departments.

For example,

the Department of Municipal Affairs, Community Planning Branch, has
130
investigated future needs in recreation/tourism until 1986.
The
Department of Treasury, Regional Development Branch has conducted
various regional studies such as the "Georgian Bay Regional Plan"

131

to establish guidelines for future development. Of particular interest, not only to Huronia, but also to the rest of Ontario, is "The
132
Niagara Escarpment Study."
The Ontario Water Resources Commission
133
and the Departments of Highways and Education,

have vital respon-

sibilities in establishing maximum potential for recreational development.

The Nottawasaga Conservation Authority in Simcoe County was

established on May 5, 1960. Like other conservation authorities, it
is playing an increasingly important role in recognizing and
developing potential rural outdoor recreation activity/facility
134
combinations.
The Department of Tourism and Information and local
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organizations such as the Huronia Historical Parks Branch and the
Huronia Tourist Association form one of the most significant political bodies involved in recreation. The greatest potential of any
outdoor recreation site is attained only when the recreating public
are aware of those amenities offered.

With tourism being Ontario's

third largest industry and capable of generating economic activity
in the region of 4.2 billion dollars, the tremendous economic signifi135
cance of this political support is readily apparent.
Sub-agencies
are becoming an increasingly important component in promoting and
sponsoring the recreation amenities of specific regions.
Various regional plans incorporating the thinking of various
Provincial Departments has resulted in the development of recreational growth points. The result is a "hierarchy of growth points
reinforcing each other, rather than a few top-level growth centres."

13

This growth point concept, supported by government, is apparent in
many parts of the study area.

Ste. Marie Among the Hurons near

Midland is a particularly significant example of a recognized and
developed recreational asset with unquestionable economic impact.
The Nancy Island Museum, The Officers' Quarters at Penetang and the
Provincial parks of Wasaga Beach, Bass Lake, Earl Rowe and Methodist
Point are all examples of major developments that provide significant
recreational resources. Land acquisitions by the Conservation
Authorities now totaling over 1,071 acres in Simcoe County result
in further development of potential recreating alternatives.
Local Governments
Local government authorities are increasingly dependent
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upon the financial resources of more senior government levels for
the acquisition of potential recreation sites. However, local monies
obtained from taxation and grants augment recreation potential by
road maintenance and development. Local promotions of various
recreational amenities can produce a multiplier effect that results
in overall economic benefit.
The County of Simcoe approved a $20,000 promotion grant
to the Huronia Tourist Association, with additional monies from the
Cities of Barrie and Orillia. A promotional campaign of "The Pleasant
Experience" in winter activities throughout Simcoe County was conducted through the 1968-1969 season (Figure V-35).

Although exact

results are difficult to determine, the economic returns arising
from the collective buying of advertising resulted in up to 30%
137
increases in participating business.
It is estimated that some 4,000,000 people visited Huronia
in 1967 and spent some $6,000,000 in the Midland-Penetang area alone
138
during July and August.
Tourist use of these existing sites has
tremendous economic value when developed facilities are promoted and
used.

Recreators who spend money on the recreation experience as

well as on food, various goods and services will spend more the
longer they are in the environs and susceptible to making expenditures.

Therefore, the potential for time-consuming or greater than

one-day recreational sites can be more effectively justified.
The promotion of special recreational events has been
closely scrutinized.

The Barrie Winter Carnival, for example, made

an estimated quarter of a million dollars in 1968 because of
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FIGURE V-35
Effect of Advertising by
Collective Promotion

Costs:
For:
- 500 - 60-second commercials on CKEY (12 weeks)
- 5 - full-page advertisements in the Toronto Telegram
- sponsored ski reports, public service ads
$8,500.00
Paid by:
- 9 - Motel-Hotal Operators
- 3 - Ski Resort Operators
- Barrie Winter Carnival
- Huronia Tourist Association
- Department of Tourism
and Information

$1,500
3,500
500
1,000
2,000

Total promotional costs

$8,500.00

Benefi ts:
- collective buying power
reduced radio votes by 30%
- increases of up to 30% in business

Estimated value received from promotion

$11,000.00

SOURCE: Tourism in Huronia (Barrie, published by the Huronia
Tourist Association, Spring, 1969), p. 4.

1
community co-operation, extensive promotion and assistance from no
139
less than thirteen service clubs.
In many ways, this venture
may seem uneconomical.

However, the economic impact of visitors,

particularly out-of-town visitors, establishes a multiplier effect
within the community, as well as inducing the possibility of future
visits.

Local authorities will recognize only limited returns from

such recreation ventures if done on too small a scale or without
sufficient influx from outsiders. The economic returns to local
governments from taxation on recreational business, cottages, and
resorts may provide the money for improved local services or additional recreational amenities. Tiny Township, for example, obtains
some $250,000 annually in tax returns. Even Midland, with a much
larger industrial base, would lose some 15% of its tax revenue if
140
for some reason tourism and recreation were curtailed.
The
recognition and exploitation of this knowledge by local political
groups has proven to be a significant generator of potential recreation sites.
Conclusion
Essentially, the real potential for outdoor recreation
sites in an economic/political framework becomes a function of the
desire and ability of the recreator to pursue recreational alternatives as well as the private or public entrepreneur's desire to
provide the facilities for such recreational alternatives.

Recreator

demand, either real or latent, when challenged by a logically
developed supply of recreational alternatives, becomes a more

r e a l i s t i c basis for creating a potential recreator s i t e .

An area's

proposed use-capability i n e v i t a b i l i t y w i l l succumb to the pressure
of recreation demand and/or the desire to satisfy that real or
expected need.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS
Summarization
The development of the preceding six major factors is not
definitive.

However, it does expose the more significant consider-

ations necessary to more effectively establish a potential site for
outdoor rural recreation.

The ARDA classification system when coupled

with the studies, such as the Outdoor Recreation Facilities Inventory,
has indicated the need for greater understanding of six key factors,
that influence a sites potential. Because of the apparent interrelation among the various factors, systems theory becomes the only
realistic approach for future recreation study and subsequent
development of recreation lands. The ARDA system alone does not
provide a sufficiently realistic study base. The study revealed
areas where it fails to explain the obvious potential of a successful
recreational resource. The proposed model provides the resource
manager with greater awareness and insight as he seeks to maximize
the full potential of our recreational resources.
The study has analyzed more than simply physical resources
of water or the suggested aspects of topography for various recreational pursuits.

It has investigated how historic inertia as shown

in an area such as Simcoe County can greatly enhance an area's
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potential for recreation.

Accessibility, or the lack of it, in cer-

tain areas, when associated with additional socio-economic factors,
becomes an extremely significant aspect of recreational study. Therefore, an area's use capability, usually associated with accessibility
and some predominant resource such as an intensively used waterfront or
beach, must not be the sole criteria for establishing an outdoor recreation site.

In fact, it has been shown that many recreational activity/

facility combinations require relative solitude or at least the
illusion of aesthetic open space. Essentially, the relationships between the recreational activities one seeks, or those he would pursue
if given the opportunity, and the facilities one does patronize, present one of the greatest challenges to the recreation planner. Analysis
has also shown that certain activity/facility combinations are generally preferred by those in various socio-economic levels. Furthermore,
the potential of many activity/facility combinations can be greatly
stimulated by well-planned promotion programs.
Recreation/tourism in areas like Simcoe County will continue
to be an important economic concern.

Costs and benefits, as well as

economic impact, become major factors in the potential of an area for
recreation. These aspects, in the light of present government trends,
make political intervention imperative.

In this way, governments

can establish a reasonable balance among land usage, ecologic modification and recreator demand.
Since all of the aforementioned factors have been developed
within the systems behavioural framework and do in fact explain at
least some considerations necessary in understanding the potential
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of recreation sites, the primary study objectives have been met.
Consequently, the model can be used by decision-makers, planners,
resource managers and others, attempting to establish the greatest
potential for outdoor rural recreation sites needed to supply the
needs of the increasing recreation-oriented population.
Simcoe County and areas like it have an unquestionable role
to play in providing all forms of recreational experiences to millions
of recreators. The realization of this greater potential than what
ARDA encompasses for outdoor rural recreation development, suggests
the following goals:
(1) Establish the potential open space buffer zones, trees,
and restful parks at regular intervals throughout the area, particularly near urban areas.
(2) Protect and develop watercourses within the county and
particularly those sections that pass through industrial or residential zones.
(3) Develop interpretive, educational and information programs
to enhance an area's potential by greater appreciation and comprehension of the^area's natural, scientific and historical resources.
(4) Provide visitors with comfortable, attractive accommodations as well as information about places of interest.
(5) Develop pleasant, clean, and uncrowded places where
recreators can picnic, swim, play ball or simply observe the bounty
of nature.
(6) Provide hiking trails, hunting and fishing areas, uncrowded
camping zones within close proximity to urban centres.
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(7) Acquire control of and protect areas with natural
scenic splendor, attractive and scarce stands of trees, stretches
of beach, unusual rock formations or untamed swamp habitat.
(8) Make every effort to improve and sustain the highest
possible level of water, air and land quality.
(9) Be prepared to resist short-term financial gains at the
risk of destroying the potential of future irreparable resources.
(10) Develop, enact and rigidly enforce laws capable of sustaining a proud and worthwhile heritage.
Lines for Further Research
The reality of greater population growth and increased leisure
time have verified the truth of Clawson's statement: "we are approaching a Grade "A" crises"

in recreation.

It is, therefore, becoming

more imperative to establish the maximum potential of our land,
particularly that which is suitable for recreational experiences.
Continued research to establish models capable of providing the
highest potential of a given site must become our fundamental aim.
Essentially, the problem is that
natural-resources studies must be recognized as having many
interdependences, requiring coordination between basic and
applied research, between research and policy formulation
and action, and, in the final analysis, between resource
development and the overall welfare of society.^
With the above-mentioned truism established, we shall proceed
with suggested areas of future research.

The suggestions are by no

means complete and are not outlined with any specific order intended.
More research must be directed toward the behavioural habits
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and patterns of the recreating public. What types of activities do
they prefer and what facilities should be provided?

Because of the

demands and flexibility of our modern society, the researcher must
increase his capability of determining, measuring, and analyzing those
subjective realities so vital in proper resource planning.

What

constitutes a good site or area for camping, canoeing, or driving for
pleasure, and to what degree are those present criteria susceptible
to change in the future?
Greater effort is needed to more accurately establish the
effect that advances in technology and human demand will have on the
potential of an area to support particular types of recreation. A
case in point is the increasing clash of (in Algonquin Park) the
camper/canoeist and the logging machines, hungry to prove their economic worth. Who has priority?

Where does re-allocation take place?

How can multiple-use planning be more effective?
More work is needed to comprehend economic evaluation of
our natural resources. The psychological benefits from a park or
open space site has a benefit/cost factor all too often misunderstood in site planning.
Regional authorities in many economically depressed areas
turn to recreational development as a solution to their economic
woes.

However, proper methods of establishing a recreation site,

marketing the site's assets to create a significant economic impact
in many cases are not understood.

Marketing/promotion studies of

outdoor recreation sites could make a worthwhile contribution.
Supply and demand are not always clearly definable commodities.
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The potential of a site to adequately supply a particular demand for
a recreation experience may be limited.

How can we foresee this

imbalance between supply and demand; what will be its affects and
what can be done to counteract the problem?
We can speak of a potential site for "some type of" facility,
that will enable "some type of" person or group to engage in "some
type of" activity.

However, we have still much to learn about the

factors that give a site its 'potential'. What is the real potential
of a site--for what, for how many and when?

What combination of

factors will, in fact, establish the best potential site for its
highest and best use.
Many potential recreation areas are ineffective because of
legal constraints established in the past.

The researcher and the

politician must work together in an effort to understand and alter
outdated legislation.

Together, they could establish more effective

laws to provide additional scenic easements, retention of flood plain
areas, establish and enforce open space standards, modify expropriation laws and investigate tax rebate on property used for, or
established as, a recreation resource. The resulting insight from
such research could prevent much exploitation and destruction of
many potential recreation sites.
The range of human recreational activities is continually
increasing.

Each requires a site or place where an activity may be

conducted.

However, few recreating activities have well-researched

potential site models to give future developers of that same facility
greater insight.

Skiing, golfing and a few other activities do have

some guidelines. However, more could be done for skidooing, the
numerous types of camping, water front developments, cottage sites,
and many others. Classification systems attempting to establish
the potential capability of an area by consideration, for the most
part, of physical factors, should not overlook the obvious; that is,
the location of existing outdoor recreation facilities, where they
are, and why they are located where they are.
Unfortunately, the recreational behavioral patterns exhibited
in the study area can never be fully understood.

The study and

integration of the aforementioned six model factors, as well as concrete decisions on suggested action goals and areas of further
research, will hopefully add in some small way to the betterment of
our recreational environment.
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APPENDIX A
Brief Outline of ARDA Recreation
Classification Symbols*

(A)

(B)

Use Capability Classes ( v i s i t e r days per unit area)

1
Very
High

2

(S)

Shoreland

High

3
Moderately
High

CLASS
4

5
Moderately
Low

Moderate

6
Low

7
Very
Low

(U) Upland

Features (for greater detail consult footnoted reference).

A - Angling
B - Capable of supporting
beach activities

C - Canoe trips
D - Deep inshore waters
E - Vegetation
F - Waterfalls and raMds
. _r.

GHJKLM-

Glaciers
Historical site
Biological speciments
Organized camping
Natural landforms (not' rock)
Surface water

N0PQRS-

Lodging
Upland wildlife
Cultural landscape pattern
Pastoral landscape
Topographic features
Ski area

T - Thermal springs
U - Deep water boat area
ii

.

V - Viewing

w

XYZ-

Wetland wildlife
Miscellaneous
Family boating
Man-made features

Canada, Department of Forestry and Rural Development, Field Manual
Land Capability Classification for Outdoor Recreation (Ottawa: Queen's
Printer, June 1967), pp. 1-125.
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1:50,000

Number
LOOO's
LOO's
LO's
L's

Field Code:

etter

F a c i l i t y No.

W _

L's

E

1:250,000
LO's

County

LOO'S

TOPO. NO.

LOO's
LO's
L's
etter

APPENDIX B

REFERENCE NUMBER

CANADA

-

ONTARIO
OUTDOOR
RECREATION
F A C I L I T I E S
INVENTORY

(1) Name or i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of area or f a c i l i t y :

(2) Location of f a c i l i t y or area :
(a) Province:
(b) Census subdivision 1961 only:
(c) County (Ontario, Quebec):
(d) Township (Ontario):
uuncebbion:

(d) Township (Ontario)
Lot:

Concession:

(e) Incorporated urban areas:
(3) Precise location of area or facility to the nearest major
intersection:
Latitude:

Longitude:

(4) Check if boundaries have been superimposed on:
1:250,000 sheets
1:50,000 sheets
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(5) Name of administrative agency:
(6) Address of administrative agency:
(7) (a) Type of administrative agency:
Federal
Provincial
Regional
Other local government

Quasi - public
Private
Indian reservation

(b) Type of ownership if different from (a) above:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

(8) Ownership or land status (check if only one, give percent ownership
if more than one) numbered as in (7) above. If more than one, the
total should equal 100 percent.
3.

4.

5.

(9) Total acreage of area (including water area):
Total

1000

's

100 s

'

10 s

'

rs

(10) Major water orientation (check one only)
Salt water
Great lakes
Other lakes
Large river ( 1000')
Smaller rivers and streams (Pine and Mad Rivers)
(a) Permanent flow
(b) Intermittent flow
Internal surface water (not a focus)
No surface water
(11) Classification of area according to modified federal parks
classification (check one)
Designated wilderness area (40,000 acres+)
Historical, ethnological or archaeological area
Unique natural area or monument

APPENDIX B (Cont'd)
Natural environment recreation areas
Specialized outdoor recreation area and facility
High density recreation area
Parkway and highway parks, including roadside picnicking
areas designated as parks
Botanical or zoological gardens
(12) Present resource use of area other than public outdoor recreation
(check any applicable):
Forest operation
Mining - Quarrying
Oil or gas
Grazing (agricultural)
Other agricultural
Commercial fishing
Industrial
Harbour facilities
Private seasonal homes

Other (specify)

(13) Principal public access to the area (check one):
Paved primary highway (provincial or other; Class I road)
Treated secondary gravel or secondary paved (Class II road)
Tertiary gravel (Class III road)
Airplane
Hiking - Riding t r a i l
Boating
Train
(14) Road distance from nearest provincial highway to main entrance:
(a)

100's

10's

l's
miles

(b) Highway number:
(15) Are fees charged for entrance to the area:

Yes

No

(16) If so, what is the charge (check relevant boxes, complete both
if applicable):
$

Per

Person/day

$

Per

Car/season

$

Per

Car/day

$

Per

Person/season
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(17)

Is hunting permitted in the area:
Yes
No

(18)

Partially
Occasionally

Is fishing permitted in the area:
Yes

No

(19)

If a water resource is checked in Question (10), indicate name
below:

(20)

If area has a water resource, does water pollution affect the
recreational use of the area: Yes
No

(21)

(a) If yes, in Question 20, indicate percentage of the normal
operating season affected by water pollution:
percent
(b) Indicate months affected:

April

___

May
June
(22)

July
August
September

(a) Does seasonal water fluctuation occur at the area:
Yes

No

(b) During what months does this
lis occur:
occur

April

May
June
(c) What is maximum drawdown:

1 - 5 feet
11 - 15 feet
20+ feet

___ July
August
September
6 - 1 0 feet
16 - 20 feet
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PART B
Does this form refer to an urban area facilities summary sheet:

Type of Facilities
(1) Designated campgrounds
(a) modern fully serviced
(b) intermediate
(c) primitive
(2) Trailer campgrounds with
(a) serviced sites
(b) central services
(c) no services

No. of Such
Facilities
10's

Measurement of Capacity

l's

/ooos zoo's ids t's

Number of sites

Number of sites

(3) Picnic area

Parking capacity
in cars
Picnic tables

(4) Serviced beaches

Linear feet of
serviced beach
Average beach width

(5) Unserviced beaches

Linear feet of
unserviced beach
Average beach width

(6) Developed or improved
boat launching areas

Single launching
ramps
Parking capacity in
cars and trailers

(7) (a) Boat moorage, docks
and piers

Feet of docking
or mooring
No. of mooring buoys

(b) Boat services

Yes

Gasoline outlet
Repairs
Sewage outlet
Storage facilities
Craft able to be
stored

APPENDIX B (Cont'd)
(8) Boat rental concession

Boats for hire
Small boats
Outfitted canoes
Larger charter boats

(9) Children play areas
(10) Sports playing fields

No. of baseball
diamonds
Football fields
Soccer pitches
Other - specify

(11) Tennis pads

No. of courts

(12) Golf courses
(a) Regular
(b) Yardage
(c) Par three
(d) Driving ranges
(13) Riding stables
(14) Swimming pools
(a) Outdoor heated
(b) Outdoor non-heated
(c) Indoor heated
(d) Indoor non-heated
(15) Ski areas with tows

No. of holes
No. of holes

Horses generally
available for hire

Area in square feet

No. of rope tows
No. of T.J. Pomas
Chair lifts and
gondolas
Snowmaking equipment
Lift capacity
1000's VTF/hour

(16) Marked ski crosscountry trails

Total miles

(17) Marked snow-toboggan
trails

Total miles

APPENDIX B (Cont'd)
(18) Skating rinks
Outdoor rinks
Indoor rinks

Number with
Artificial ice
Natural ice
Artificial ice
Natural ice

(19) Designated hiking
trai1s

Length in miles

(20) Designated walking
trai1s

Length in miles

(21) Public roads
within area

Miles - Class I
Miles - Class II
Miles - Class III

(22) Restricted roads
within area

Total length
in miles

(23) Interpretive facilities
(check pertinent boxes)

Human history
Natural history
Audio-visual
Conducted tours
Exhibits
Check if exhibit
is manned
Self-guiding trails

(24) Accommodations and
provisions
(within a recreation complex)

(a' Hotels
(b > Resort lodges
(c Boatels
(dI Motel
(e i Hostels
(f Cottages
(g. Cabins
(h1 Restaurants
(1' Snack bar, etc.
(j1 Provisions and
equipment concession

No. of rooms or units

Units
ii

Seating capacity
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(25) Dude ranches

Accommodations
No. of persons

(26) Vacation farms

Accommodations
No. of persons

(27) Shooting ranges
_

_

Type
Describe

(28) Historic sites
Describe
(29) Archaeological sites
Acres

_

(30) Nature reserves

Acres

(31) Private fishing areas

Acres

(32) Private hunting areas

Car parking spaces

(33) Faunal developments

Car parking spaces

(34) Floral developments

No. of registered
craft

(35) (a) Yacht clubs
(b) Rowing clubs
(c) Canoe clubs
(36) Airports and/or
flying clubs

ii

H

n

H

II

II

No. of registered
aircraft

_

(37) Youth camps
(a) Boys
(b) Girls
(c) Mixed
(d) Family

Sleeping accommodations

(38) Winter sports
facilities other than
Questions 21, 23 and 24

Describe
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(39) Race tracks and
drag strips

Length in miles

(40) Dog trail areas

Acres

(41) Designated water
access points

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

(42) Informal areas for
unorganized recreation

Acres

(43) Children oriented
displays

Car parking
spaces

I
II
III
IV
V
VI

(44) Lawn bowling
facilities
(45) Other facilities
Please specify

ANNUAL

Describe

ATTENDANCE

Facility Number

Attendance Number
Accurate 'A'
Estimate 'E'

_
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Facilities by Township
(The following facility listings are as complete
as time commitments would permit)
(Essential Resource Based - ERB; User-Oriented
Intermediate - I; Resource Based - R)

Township

Total
Facili ti es

UO; Historic - H;

Rural Facilities

Approx.
Size*

Classification**

Adjala

Piper's Hill Camp
St. James Separate School
Adjala Central School
Loretto Ski Resort
Village Ball Diamond

100
4
12
90
1

ERB
U0
U0
ERB
UO

West
Gwillimbury

Community Park
W. Gwillimbury Public School #1
Scotch Settlement
Circle E Ranch
W. Gwillimbury Public School #2
Nesbitt Marine
Scanlon Creek Conservation Area

1
4
2
100
4
8
400

UO
UO
H
I
UO
ERB
I

Tosorontio

Lisle Village Park
Tosorontio Central School
Everett Park
Scout Camp
Earl Rowe Provincial Park

1
17
1
10
747

UO
UO
UO
ERB
ERB

Essa

Utopia Dam Reservation Area
Nicolston Dam Campsite
Alliston Scout Camp
Elmgrove Field
Camp Obasatecka
Latvian Camp
Egbert Community Centre
Centennial Park
Baxter Community Board
St. John's Lutheran Camp

28
8
2
5
55
100
2
88
14
200

I
ERB
UO
UO
ERB
ERB
UO
I
UO
ERB

k

Size is an approximation given by owner or municipal office.
**

Classification is modified from Clawson and Knetsch studies presented
in Figure II1-4 of the thesis.
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Essa

26
Innisfil

Ivy Park
Thornton Public School
Thornton Ball Park
Hoedoe Valley Camp
Utopia Park
Richbrook Golf Club
Green Acres Golf
Ontario Tree Seed Plantation
Simcoe Street Public School
Angus Community Centre
Margaret Street School
Lady of Grace School
Angus Mobile Home Park
Essa (Township School Area) School
Pine River Mobile Home Park
Essa (Township School Area) School

1.5
1
5
50
6
105
54
26
4
1
1
1
12
4
1
1

UO
U0
U0
I
UO
UO
UO
I
UO
UO
UO
U0
UO
UO
UO
UO

Cookstown Fair Grounds
Golf Haven Country Club
Kontiki Marine
Shore Acres
Lefroy Yacht Club
Monto Reno Marine
Government Dock (Lefroy)
Lefroy Park
Lefroy Public School
Churchill Park
Central Public School
Belle Ewart Public School
Government Dock (Belle Ewart)
Lake Simcoe Marine
Belle Ewart Park
Sunset Speedway
Centennial Park
Mi nets Point Fish Huts
Knock Park
Sunnybrae Public School
Big Cedar Golf Club
Camp Arrowhead
Big Cedar Park
Nantyr Park
Alcona Park
Alcona Golf Club
Alcona Sports Centre
Alcona Public School
Websters Marina
Cedar Harbor Park
Lakeside Township Park
Hardies Miniature Golf

10
100
10
1
60
3
2
2
2.5
.5
3.0
1
1
4
2
5
100
4
1
7
50
3
1
2
2
114
.5
2
1
1
85
1

UO
UO
ERB
UO
ERB
ERB
ERB
UO
UO
UO
UO
UO
ERB
ERB
UO
UO
I
I
UO
UO
UO
UO
UO
UO
UO
UO
UO
UO
UO
UO
ERB
UO
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Lenard's Beach Park
Sandy Cove Marina
Twelfth Line Park
Sandy Cove Golf Club
Log Cabin (Mini Golf)
Big Bay Point Yacht Club
Vic's Fish Huts
Big Bay Point Golf Club
Allendale Golf Club
Government Dock
Tollendale Park
Mother and Babe's Rest Home
Jack Westman Marina
Warnica Public School
Painswick Park
Huronia Public School
Mi net's Point Park
Service Centre 400 Park
Holly Park
Crawford Public School
Ski Doo Runs

Innisfil

53
Vespra

23

Barrie Gun Club
#13 Vespra School
Grenfell Park
#7 Vespra School
Willow Creek Depot
Snow Valley Ski Resort
#5 Vespra School
Minesing Central School
Vespra Valley Golf
Spruce Grove (Hwy)
Provincial Forest Station
Springwater Provincial Park
Simcoe County Museum
#6B Vespra School
Midhurst Park
#6A Vespra School
Barrie Airfield
Little Lake Park
Stunder Park
Iceland Winter Park
Little Lake Marina
Nine Mile Portage
Hendrie Forest

1
2
1
50
.5
3
2
50
50
1
2
3
5
7.5
.5
2.5
1
9.5
2
2
100
acres

35
2
80
1
4
200
2
2.5
100
.5
1850

116
6
4
2
4
50
240
1.5
110
4
-

UO
ERB
UO
UO
UO
ERB
I
U0
UO
ERB
UO
UO
ERB
UO
UO
UO
UO
UO
UO
UO
I
I
UO
I
UO
H
ERB
UO
UO
UO
UO
R
I
H
UO
UO
UO
I
ERB
UO
I
ERB
H
H
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Oro

34
Orillia

Sport Haven Ltd.
Shanty Bay Lucky Dollar
St. Thomas' Church
Government Dock
Shanty Bay Public School
Shanty Bay Golf Club
W.R. Best Public School
Gutherie Village Park
Gutherie Public School
Sign of the Elk
Oro Camping
Ridge Road Marine
Gull Rock Marine Enterprises Ltd.
Dales Marina
Barrillia Park
The Pines (Fish Huts)
Oro Station Park
Barrie Speedway
Oro Memorial Park
Powy's Hall Equestrian Centre
Ukranian Federation Camp
Bonita Glen
Hawkestone Village Park
Simcoeside Golf Club
East Oro Public School
African Episcopal Church
Edgar Park
Craighurst Park
Horseshoe Valley Ski Club
Pheasant Release Area
Big Cedar Camping
Rugby Park
George Langman Wildlife
E. C. Dury Plaque and Home

1
1
1
1
2.8
175
4
3
6.5
1.5
40
20
2
3
1
1
1
20
11
5
180
10
1
93
5
.5
1
1
200
100
50
1
80
.5

UO
UO
H
ERB
UO
UO
UO
UO
UO
UO
UO
UO
ERB
ERB
UO
UO
UO
UO
ERB
I
ERB
ERB
UO
UO
UO
H
UO
UO
ERB
I
ERB
UO
I
H

Columbus Boys Camp
Forest Home Public School
Bass Lake Provincial Park
Sunny Meadows Camping
Willies Driving Range
Marchmont Public School
North River Ranch
Uhthoff Public School
Sparrow Lake Camp
Village Port Stanton Park
Government Dock (Port Stanton)
Lauderdale Marine
Camp High Adventure
Wasdell Falls
Ried's Landmark Marina

62
1
85
20
8
7
100
3
180
1
1
10
10
1
5

ERB
UO
ERB
UO
UO
UO
I
UO
ERB
UO
ERB
ERB
ERB
H
ERB
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Orillia

21
Matchedash

"T" Lake Marina
Williamson Marine Service
Smith's Marina
Tamarack Park
Horseshoe Lake Snow Trail

8
Medonte

13
Tay

Anchor Beach Club
Lake St. Georges Golf Club
Hawkins Evergreen Golf Course
Cumberland Beach Public School
Ardtrea Public School
Roll and Boats

Ellis Fish Camp
William Wylie Park
Torpitt Lodge

2
21
15
2
2
4

ERB
UO
UO
UO
UO
UO

2
2
1
8

ERB
ERB
ERB
ERB
I

18 miles of
marked trail
1 acre
18 acres
5 acres

Medonte School
Horseshoe Valley Ski Doo
Trout Pond
Mount St. Louis Ski Resort Ltd.
Village of Hillsdale Park
Medonte W. C. School
Orr Lake Golf Club
Pretty Valley Park
Medonte E. C. School
Moonstone Community Park
Midland Girl Guide Camp
Cahiague
Elmes Steele Memorial

4
100
1
200
10
2
60
100
4
4

#6 Public School
Severn Boat Haven
Bush Boat Livery
Mariners Paradise
Duck Bay Camp
Twin Bridges Marina
Marsh's Waubaushene Marina
#12 Tay School
St. John's School
Government Dock
Public Beach
Waubaushene Park
Black Watch Camp
Camp-Nee-Kau-Nis
Park (Roadside)
Caswell's Camping
Georgian Bay Hunters and Anglers
Bayfort Camp
Martyrs' Shrine

1
4
2
36
3
.5
2.5
1
.5
.5
1
1
10
13
.5
7

-

.5
.5

100

25
100

ERB
I
ERB
UO
UO
ERB
ERB
UO
UO
UO
I
UO
UO
I
H
H
UO
ERB
ERB
ERB
ERB
ERB
ERB
UO
UO
ERB
ERB
UO
ERB
ERB
UO
ERB
I
ERB
H
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Ste. Marie Among the Hurons
Simcoe Presbytry Camp
Beechgrove Ranch
Penetang Rod and Skeet Club
Huronia Hand Gun Club
Cowan's Trading Post
St. Louis
St. Ignace
Ontario's First Stone Quarry

50
120
39
5
5
1
.5
.5
2

H
ERB
I
I
I
H
H
H
H

Shady Trail Riding Academy
Bayview Camping
Tiny Marsh
#16 Tiny School
Wyevale Central School
Wyebridge Park
Wyebridge School
Wyebridge Ball Park
Brooklea Golf Club
Huronia Airways
Wildman Camp
Lawson Amusements
Balm Beach Go Carts
Green Valley Riding
Tiny Township Access Beaches
Perkinsfield Go-Carts
Balm Beachway Golf
Mountain View Ski Hills
Midland Golf and Country Club
Cedar Point Government Dock
Methodist Point Provincial Park
Cedar Trails Riding Stables
Marygrove Camp
Bay Marine
Le Camp Enterprises
Club Yachtaire
Ossassane Bone Pit
Cauhagouha

200
100

150
35
10
6
45
.5
.5

UO
I
R
UO
U0
UO
U0
UO
U0
I
ERB
U0
UO
UO
ERB
UO
UO
ERB
UO
ERB
ERB
UO
ERB
ERB
ERB
ERB
H
H

.5
50
2
1
6
5
1
1
1
238
10

UO
UO
ERB
I
I
UO
UO
UO
UO
UO
UO

Elmvale Park
Cedar Rail Ranch
Flos Medonte Park
Elmvale Revolver Club
Jungle World
St. Patrick's Separate School
Phelpston Park
Edenvale Park
Crossland Park
Wasaga Beach Country Club
Maple Park Camping

2000

1
8
.5
5
2
150
100
100
2
2
20
15
5
50
80
175
.5
2500
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14
100
25
50
50
100

23

Martin's Camping
Upper Canada Zoological Park
Franciscan Fathers Camp
Long Acres Dude Ranch
Rob-Jack Investments
Georgian Bay Ski-Doo Rentals
Mackinac Expedition
Edenvale Conservation Area
Holiday Parking Camp
Tee Pee Town Camping
Gateway Camping
Wasaga Beach Camping

-

UO
U0
ERB
UO
U0
UO
U0
ERB
UO
UO
U0
UO

15

Wasaga Beach Provincial Park
Klondike Park
Wasaga Beach Public School
Holiday Ranch
Bayou Camping
Schoonertown
Hitching Post Track
Oxbow Public School
Lady of Assumption School
Cedar Trail Ranch
New Lowell Conservation Park
Nancy Museum
Take-off Point First Flight
Fort Nottawasaga
Willow Grove Park

265
150
4
2
2
3
140
4
3
100
140
1
1
1
2

ERB
ERB
UO
UO
UO
H
UO
UO
U0
I
ERB
H
H
H
UO

15

Cedar Grove Park
Jell-E-Stone Park
Baywood Central School
Blue Mountain Go Cart Track
Dunedin Park
Devils Glen Ski Club
Devils Glen Provincial Park
Singhampton Public School
Singhampton Park
Duntroon Central School
Duntroon Park
Nottawa Park
Nottawa Central School
Blue Mountain Golf Club
Carruthers Memorial Cons. Area

20
10
2
2
3
700
13
1
2
6
2
14
2
110
45

ERB
UO
UO
UO
UO
ERB
I
UO
UO
UO
UO
ERB
U0
UO
I

50
4
4
5

UO
UO
UO
UO

Flos

Sunnidale

Nottawasaga

Tecumseth

Sun Valley Golf and Country Club
South Tecumseth Public School
North Tecumseth Public School
Alliston Rod and Gun Club

-

14
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Tecumseth

Alliston Ski Doo Club
Keith and Marlene's Mini Golf
Wm. Osier and Wm. Mulock
Tottenham Conservation Area

8
312

100
1
1
125

UO
UO
H
ERB

Total of Outdoor Recreation Facilities

SUMMARY

Township

UserOriented
Essential
UserMinus Resource Resource Inter- Historical
Oriented Schools Based
mediate Cultural Totals
Base

Adjala

3

1

0

2

0

0

5

West
Gwillimbury

3

1

0

1

2

1

7

Tosorontio

3
18
38
10
20
11
0
7
5
14
17
7
10
6

2
12
30
4
16
7
0
4
2
13
16
4
6
4

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

2
4
11
3
8
8
6
2
13
9
3
3
3
1

0
4
4
5
3
1
2
2
4
2
2
1
2
0

0
0
0
4
3
1
0
2
6
2
1
4
0
1

5
26
53
23
34
21
8
13
28
28
23
15
15
8

172

122

2

79

34

25

312

Essa
Innisfil
Vespra

Oro
Orillia
Matchedash
Medonte

Tay
Tiny
Flos
Sunnidale
Nottawasaga
Tecumseth
TOTALS
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The rank correlation coefficient (r ) must be obtained.
6 (£d 2 )
r = 1 - n (n2 - 1)
Where:

r
n
d

Therefore:

is the rank correlation coefficient
is the number of pairs of observations
the difference between the ranks of
the corresponding X and Y columns
r =1
= 1

6 (167.)
16 (162
1)
1002
4080

= .7543
The significance of this r factor is based upon:

.1
o _ r„11 ,/n^T
1/ n - 1
= .745 /15

2.92
Since 2.92 exceeds Z0.005 = 2.58,1 , we have established
a significant relationship between the number of
a c t i v i t y - f a c i l i t y combinations with an essential
resource base and the approximate miles of navigatable
shore.
NOTE: Being more a geographer than a s t a t i s t i c i a n , the
formulas are simply used, not explained.
SOURCE: J . E. Freund, Modern Elementary S t a t i s t i c s , loc. c i t .
S. Siegel, Nonparametric Statistics for the
Behavioral Sciences, loc. c i t .

APPENDIX E

Tiny Marsh User Questionnaire

Indicate the applicable answers with an (X).
Male
(not in school)

Female
(not in school)

High School
Student

Activity primarily engaged in while at the Marsh or check NONE if
you have never been there.
None:

Hiking:

Hunting:

Nature Study:
Other:

APPENDIX F
Accessibility Questionnaire
The following information refers to only your township within
Simcoe County.
Name of Township:
Total Acreage:
Total miles of all roads:
(not Provincial Highways)
(includes boundary roads)
Total miles of paved roads:
(not Provincial Highways)
(includes boundary roads)
Miles of gravel roads:
(Township or County)
Total miles of trails:
(and/or unimproved
road allowance)
Total miles of Provincial Highway:
(including boundary roads)
Has your Township been assessed under the new 100% assessment
method? Yes
No
Total population of the Township a) permanent
(not including urban centres or incorporated
villages or towns
b) transient
residents

Name of Township Clerk

APPENDIX G

To calculate r for the rankings, the following formula is used:
6 (d2)
~ n (r.2 - 1)
r is the rank correlation coefficient
n is the number of pairs of observations
d's
the differences between the ranks of the
corresponding X and Y columns
r = 1

Where:

2
The previous tables show that d = 196.
Since n = 16

r= 1-

6 (196)
. 1}

lfi (lfi2

r = 0.712
The following formula is used:

Z = , ,r " ° . = r n - 1
1/
=

r

n - 1
n - 1

= .712 16 - 1
= 2.76
Since the figure 2.76 exceeds Z0.005 = 2.58, there is a significant
relationship between the calculated accessibility factor and the
total adjusted acreage of recreational land in the Townships of
Simcoe County.
SOURCES: J . Freund, Modern Elementary S t a t i s t i c s , loc. c i t .
S. Siegel, Nonparametric Statistics for the Behavioral
Sciences, loc. c i t .
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Open Space Standards for
Outdoor Rural Recreation Facilities
(Selected References)
References (Examples)

Facility

Standard

Meyer and B r i g h t b i l l ,
Community Recreation,
pp. 402-404
(Prentice-Hall I n c . ,
Englewood C l i f f s ,
N.J. 1956).

•regional parks

minimum of 2 acres of
regional park/1000 people
located outside city
boundaries
purposes: to preserve a
portion of natural landscape; to supplement
recreation facilities
available in urban areas;
to act as a greenbelt
separating cities...

New Jersey Department
of Conservation and
Economic Development,
p. 9.

-parks and
natural areas
(county)
•low intensive use
areas (state parks
and forests, fish
and game lands, etc.
-medium to high
intensive use
facilities

4 acres for each
1000 people

Baltimore County,
Waterfront Recreation
Survey, p. 20.

-parks adjacent
to water

local parks of 3 to 20
acres serving a neighborhood of 4000-7000 people

Nebraska Game
Forestation and Parks
Commission,
pp. 161-163.

•recreation parks

for villages of less than
1000 population in 1970
and 1980, 25 acres of
land for each 1000 people

Comprehensive Plan
for Wisconsin,
Outdoor Recreation,
p. G-12.

-state parks, recreation areas and
recreational
forests

80 acres of non-urban
recreation area for each
1000 people, preferably
within day use distance

Meyer and Brightbill,
Recreation Administration, p. 277.

-play grounds

150 sq. ft. per child per
acre for each 800 people.
3h to 6 acres, adjacent
to elementary school

20 acres for each
2000 people
4 acres for each
1000 people
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maximum population to be
serviced at a playground,
5000
serviced radius is h in
low density areas
Dallas, Texas,
Parks and Open
Space, pp. 57-62.

playfields
(including
athletic fields)

1 to 2 acres for each 1000
people. Size 15-25 acres.
Located at or near the
intersection of major or
secondary thoroughfares
near centre of 4 or 5 sq.
mile service area,
includes baseball, football,
softball, tennis, playground,
and other active athletic
areas. Possible also is a
field house community
centre and swimming pool,
lighted for night use,
substantial parking.

Comprehensive Plan
for Wisconsin,
Outdoor Recreation,
pp. G-7.

ski area

1 acre of developed slope
per 30 skiers

National Recreation
and Park Association,
Bulletin No. 36,
pp. 8-11, Washington,
D.C.

ski area

weekend-oriented ski areas
are characterized by
limited ski terrain, ease
of access, minimum supporting facilities, in
snow belts

Clare A. Gunn,
Quarterly Bulletin,
Michigan State
University, pp. 743746.

winter sports
site

areas with less than 60
inches of snow depend upon
artificial snow
80 acres of both hilly and
reasonably level land

tobogganing

1Q0 feet or more in
elevation
10 to 60 percent slope

golf courses

for rural areas and c i t i e s
of less than 30,000: one
golf hole per 1000 county
population (population within a 25-mile radius may be
substituted for county
standard).

Nebraska Game,
Forestation and Parks
Commission, p. 189.
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Louisiana Parks
and Recreation
Commission, pp. 3-15.

boat ramps

one acre of ground space
and can accommodate
launching and retrieving
of about 40 boats per day,
60 cars with boat trailers
can be parked

motor boat acreas

20 acres of water to support one power boat, 13
boats in the water would
require 260 surface aGres
of open water to support
a ramp

- canoe area

estimating 2 persons per
canoe per h mile of stream,
larger streams could
handle one canoe per
% mile stream

- water skiing area

one ski boat requires
40 acres of water

ORRRC Report No, 7,
pp. 78, 83, 84

fresh water
fishing

location within 60 to 69
miles or 2 hours drive
average catch in 1960 was
1 lb. of fish per angler
per day

Federal Power
Commission,

beach and
swimming

usually have a minimum of
100 feet and sand bottom.

•Far*-i 1 -i -M Q C

lavviap

Uachi'nnfnn

n C

araac

haua

ahnn+-

1 foot of shoreline and a
strip of beach extending
200 feet from the edge of
the water of each five
swimmers per day
change houses for areas
that attract 50 or more
peak-day swimmers
Bureau of Land
Management,
Washington, D.C.

riding and
hiking trails

trails should be located
to offer hikers or riders
as many interesting vistas
or views as possible.
Interpretive signs should
be used. On extended
trails, rest stops should
be about every 3-5 miles
and overnight stops, about
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every 10-20 miles. In
heavily used areas,
overnight stops may be
equipped with tables,
fireplaces, etc.
numerous access points
and interconnecting links
sustained grades should
not exceed 8% if practical
hiking trails will be as
narrow as possible to permit single file use, with
widened areas every 200 to
500 yds. where terrain
permits
riding trails where no
pack stock is used can be
a little wider
(one horse per mile is
basic trail capacity)
California Public
Outdoor Recreation
Plan, Part II
p. 84.

family picnic
areas outside
communities

8 units per acre, located
outside communities, 400
activity days per unit/car
space per unit

family, tent or
trailer camping

4 units an acre. A unit
includes table, cooking
facilities, space for tent
or bedding and screening.
?fin a r t i x / i t - v Have annual l u

per unit
organizational
camping

5 acres per 100 persons
includes developed, permanent facilities and structures
for eating and sleeping.
Parking for at least 50
cars
350 activity days per acre
annually

